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How does the human mind transform space into place, or land into landscape? For more than

three decades, William L. Fox has looked at empty landscapes and the role of the arts to

investigate the way humans make sense of space. In Terra Antarctica, Fox continues this line

of inquiry as he travels to the Antarctic, the “largest and most extreme desert on earth.” This

contemporary travel narrative interweaves artistic, cartographic, and scientific images with

anecdotes from the author's three-month journey in the Antarctic to create an absorbing and

readable narrative of the remote continent. Through its images, history, and firsthand

experiences—snowmobile trips through whiteouts and his icy solo hikes past the edge of the

mapped world—Fox brings to life a place that few have seen and offers us a look into both the

nature of landscape and ourselves.
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as a visiting scholar in their “Frames of Viewing” project on art and cognition. Fellow scholars

Charles Harrison, Larry Kruger, Jerry Moore, Dennis Sepper, and Terry Smith made helpful

comments on the manuscript, and Sarah Warren gathered images. My gratitude to Sabine

Schlosser, in whose regal hands everything from maps to expedition gear flowed from one life

to another, is endless.A 2002–2003 fellowship from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial

Foundation facilitated my finishing the first draft, as did an invitation from the Lannan

Foundation to spend two months as a writer in residence at their facility in Marfa, Texas. The

University of Nevada, Reno, provided a residency as a visiting scholar in the fall of 2003,

during which I revised the manuscript. Bob Blesse, Mike Branch, Michael Cohen, Cheryll

Glotfelty, Scott Slovic, and the Hilliard Fund were responsible for such a generous gift of

time.The UCLA Research Library, which holds the Mary Joe Goodwin Antarctic Collection

within its Special Collections, was an invaluable resource. Goodwin (1920–1993) was an

illustrator and writer who visited the Antarctic three times and gathered an extensive collection

of Antarctic materials covering the period 1908–1991. My thanks to Paul Naiditch and Daniel

Slive, who guided me to their copy of Aurora Australis and other primary materials. Raimond

Goerler and Laura Kissel of the Ohio State University Archives and Lynn Lay, the librarian at

the Byrd Polar Research Center, kindly walked me through their collections, in particular the

papers and artworks of the painter David Paige. Jean and Jerry Parmer, of Parmer Books in

San Diego, helped me assemble my personal research library, and one morning in early 1999

put into my hands for examination an exquisite watercolor by Edward Wilson.Natalie

Cadenhead at Antarctica New Zealand and Ruth Delaney at Creative New Zealand put me in

touch with artists and writers from that country who have been to the ice. Felicity Milburn,

curator of contemporary art at the Robert MacDougall Art Gallery in Christchurch, helped me

establish context for the work of artists from that country.Robert Stephenson, who maintains

the online Antarctic Circle and Low Latitude Gazetteer, helped with research before the trip and

now hosts my image chronology on his web site (). My oldest New Zealand friend, Don Long,

helped me get in touch with Creative New Zealand, and then patiently researched the voyages

of Ui-te-Rangiora and Aru-Tanga-Nuku.Matthew Coolidge, the director of the Center for Land



Use Interpretation in Los Angeles sent a camera with me to the ice, and hosted an exhibition

afterward about McMurdo, Antarctic 1. Also in Los Angeles, Mrs. Lucille Paige and David

Paige, respectively the wife and son of the artist David Paige, graciously consented to an

interview.While I was in the Antarctic I was helped by many friends at home. David Abel, my

closest literary colleague, administered my domestic affairs. Paul and Mary Jan Bancroft,

Enrico Martignoni, Ric Hardman and Mickey Gustin, Verne and Carol Stanford, and Robert

Beckmann were patrons. On the ice, numerous fellow grantees and representatives from both

the NSF and Raytheon spent innumerable hours answering my questions, among them:

Deborah Baldwin, Brennan Brunner, Ted Dettmar, Katy Jenson, Robbie Liben, Paul Mayewski,

Mark Melcon, Ty Milford, Jeff Roberts, Stacey Rolland, Robbie Score, Jim Scott, Rae Spain,

Bill Sutton, and John Wright. Jason Anthony shared with me his astonishing manuscript for

Albedo, a book that juxtaposes his experiences on the ice with the literature of “white,” then

gave my own work a careful and much-appreciated reading. Former grantees Jennifer Dewey,

Jody Forster, William Nisbet, Kim Stanley Robinson, David Rosenthal, and William Stout

provided good advice in interviews. Several people who worked for Raytheon Polar Services,

the contractor to the NSF that runs logistics for the United States Antarctic Program, deserve

special thanks: Rhonda Rodriguez and Teri Fox at “Helo Ops” got me everywhere I needed to

go; Kelly Brunt, the incomparable cartographer at McMurdo, fielded questions about polar

geography and printed out maps on request; and Karen Joyce carved out an office space for

me with the best view on the continent, kept my computer happy, and made sure I saw every

piece of art at McMurdo.It is my great fortune to have worked on this book with Barbara Ras,

the director of Trinity University Press, as well as with the copy-editor Anne Canright. They

brought an unruly mixture of musings about cognition, cartography, and the concurrent

histories of science and art under some measure of control. At the same time, my agent,

Victoria Shoemaker, made sure that the business side received the same thoughtful

attention.Finally, my profound thanks go to Sarah Krall, who made possible an extraordinary

week on Mt. Erebus, and to Melissa Iszard, senior assistant supervisor of Crary Laboratory at

McMurdo, for putting my nose to the ground and showing me how life wants to live, even on the

ice.PREFACEHow the human mind transforms space into place, or land into landscape, is the

line of inquiry that I have been following through several books. The process is most easily

traced when watching the mind at work in large, unfamiliar, and relatively empty environments,

where we often have difficulty understanding our personal scale in space and time, versus the

temperate forests and savanna where we primarily evolved as a species, or in cities that we

have constructed to fit our needs. Deserts are among the emptiest spaces on land

encountered by humans, and the Antarctic is the largest and most extreme desert on

Earth.The trail of evidence I follow includes maps and paintings, collections of rocks and

plants, the design of buildings, and works of fiction and poetry–artistic, cartographic, scientific,

and utilitarian responses to these environments. Not only is the Antarctic a vast place where

we become easily lost, but its cultural history, especially in comparison with other deserts, is

very compact. Tracing the development of its images provides a rich yet comprehensible line of

sight.The first known artist to explore below the Antarctic Circle was William Hodges, who

sailed with Captain James Cook during his legendary second exploration of the Pacific from

1772 to 1775. He has been followed by more than two hundred painters, photographers,

sculptors, composers, poets, and novelists. Virtually all of the professional artists who have

worked on the Antarctic continent have accompanied science expeditions sponsored by

government agencies, most notably the United States Antarctic Program, which has been

sending artists and writers to the ice since the 1960s. This book is, in part, a story about those



artists, their journeys, and the works they have produced.But this is also a book about that

larger topic: how we use cultural means to augment our neurobiology in order to overcome the

perceptual difficulties we experience when exploring large spaces. As such, it is a

transdisciplinary look at the evolution of our vision and at the entwined histories of exploration,

art, cartography, and science as they coincide in the Antarctic, a geographical supposition so

remote that it was not even defined until Cook circumnavigated it. The continent itself was not

confirmed until 1820, when Thaddeus von Bellingshausen and others first sighted it. Our

understanding of it therefore coincides with the development of modern science and art.

Because it has been for the most part kept free of commercial and military exploitation, it

presents us with as clear a field of historical vision as its arid physical environment provides a

literal view.Why should we be interested in cognition and extreme landscapes? At the

beginning of the twenty-first century, approximately one-fifth of the world’s population lives in

the deserts of the world or is dependent on their resources in some way, a figure that may rise

to as high as fifty percent within decades. Partly this is because we are so numerous we have

occupied all the more easily inhabited places and much of our population growth will be forced

to settle in arid lands. It is also partly because we now have the technology to find and

transport deep fossil water onto the deserts and to distribute petroleum-based fertilizer. We can

now grow food in all but the most arid regions.
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artists, their journeys, and the works they have produced.But this is also a book about that

larger topic: how we use cultural means to augment our neurobiology in order to overcome the

perceptual difficulties we experience when exploring large spaces. As such, it is a

transdisciplinary look at the evolution of our vision and at the entwined histories of exploration,

art, cartography, and science as they coincide in the Antarctic, a geographical supposition so

remote that it was not even defined until Cook circumnavigated it. The continent itself was not

confirmed until 1820, when Thaddeus von Bellingshausen and others first sighted it. Our

understanding of it therefore coincides with the development of modern science and art.

Because it has been for the most part kept free of commercial and military exploitation, it
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literal view.Why should we be interested in cognition and extreme landscapes? At the

beginning of the twenty-first century, approximately one-fifth of the world’s population lives in

the deserts of the world or is dependent on their resources in some way, a figure that may rise

to as high as fifty percent within decades. Partly this is because we are so numerous we have

occupied all the more easily inhabited places and much of our population growth will be forced

to settle in arid lands. It is also partly because we now have the technology to find and

transport deep fossil water onto the deserts and to distribute petroleum-based fertilizer. We can

now grow food in all but the most arid regions.This situation results from our believing that

once we have explored and mapped and visualized a space, thus turning it into a place, we

now know and own it—that we can transform terrain into territory and then do with it as we

please to fit our needs. Such representations and our consequent beliefs, which are rooted in

the evolution and diaspora of our species, have less than desirable consequences, such as

eventually causing the deserts themselves to grow as we deplete surface and ground waters,

which in turn squeezes us into an increasingly tighter ecological corner of the planet.The

Antarctic is a relatively decipherable slate on which to examine these issues, issues that are

presented in the vocabularies of both art and science, twin modes of intellectual inquiry

possessed by humans. Some people consider the goals of art and science to be so allied that

the methods of art and science ought to be described as two alphabets of the same language.

Others, of course, disagree, framing the relationship between the two as antithetical, an

argument that is also part of Antarctic history.I present these overlapping narratives within the

other story that this book recounts: of my journey to the ice during the Austral summer of 2001–

2002 as a participant in the National Science Foundation’s Antarctic Visiting Artists and Writers

Program. My hope is that this contemporary travel narrative will be a trope for the human

cognitive process that first turns land into landscape, then landscape into art. I am fortunate

that this work allowed me to travel in the company of artists, scientists, and fieldworkers, and to

experience Antarctica through their senses and thoughts as well as my own. This book, like my

others, is based on the work of those people and their colleagues, whose works are listed and



annotated at the end. I can only remind the reader that any mistakes contained in this book are

solely my responsibility.Antarctica is called “the continent of science,” which means that most

information about it comes in metric units. For the convenience of American readers, however, I

have converted almost all measurements from the metric system, and temperatures are given

in degrees Fahrenheit.Many of the illustrations in Terra Antarctica will be unfamiliar to readers.

The majority of historical images discussed are easily found in other publications about the

Antarctic or in histories of art, cartography and science. I have therefore chosen to rely mostly

on images by living artists, writers, and scientists to represent the continent.1THE MIRROR &

THE EYEIT IS SEVEN O’ CLOCK on an early November evening, and five of us have gathered

by the snowmobiles parked out on the sea ice below McMurdo, the largest American station in

the Antarctic. It’s already snowing, the temperature above zero degrees Fahrenheit for the first

time in days, driven upward by moist air in a low pressure system rotating around from the

south. After weeks of unrelenting Austral spring sunshine twenty-four hours a day, the

streetlights have been turned on in town and it feels as if night has returned. The meteorology

office has advised us to get back before midnight, when conditions are forecast to deteriorate

into a whiteout, a condition in which the snow so perfectly disperses the dim light that it can be

impossible to see your own feet, much less the person in front of you.McMurdo is built on Ross

Island, an ice-locked two-hundred-square-mile expanse of volcanic rock where both Robert

Falcon Scott and Ernest Shackleton based their attempts to reach the South Pole. Still visible

to us through the light snow is Scott’s Discovery hut, which housed his first expedition a

century ago in 1901–1904. The trip we’re making tonight, a traditional pilgrimage for the

residents of McMurdo, is out to the Cape Evans hut, a much larger building fourteen miles to

the north that Scott erected when he reached the Antarctic aboard the Terra Nova in 1910. It

was the starting point for his second and fatal expedition, the race against the Norwegian

Roald Amundsen to the South Pole the next year. As such, the hut is a mythical touchstone for

everyone in the Antarctic.Tonight we’re going out with Ted Dettmar, the head of the

mountaineering crew responsible for safety in the field as well as the local history guru.

Bearded, slow to speak but with much to say, and wrinkled two decades beyond his thirty-six

years, Ted looks like the kind of teamster who last century drove draft animals on the family

farm—precisely the job for which he was apprenticing when he accepted a job as a general

assistant at McMurdo in 1994. “GAs,” as they’re called, do everything from chip ice from

underneath buildings to sort bolts in barrels, all of the less than romantic but absolutely

essential tasks on station. Ted is a climber who for five winters ran the Harvard Mountaineering

Club hut on Mt. Washington, the site of the highest recorded winds in the world, and by his

second season on the ice he had earned a place on the backup search-and-rescue team.Now,

several years later, he’s head of the Field Safety and Training Program, otherwise known as “F-

Stop,” and he runs us through the basics of snow machine operations. The Alpine II models

we’ll be riding are the workhorses of the ice fleet. Their top speed is only 45 mph, but they’re

reliable and easy to fix in the field if something goes wrong. And it always does. It’s not that the

machines are fragile—far from it—but that driving conditions on what is famously referred to as

the “windiest, coldest, highest, and driest continent on Earth” are brutal on vehicles. By the

time we get the survival bags loaded and prepare to pull out in single file onto the sea ice, it’s

quarter of eight and the visibility is beginning to close down.The Antarctic is the size of the

United States and Canada combined, but each Austral winter the sea around it freezes, almost

doubling the size of the continent, then thaws out during spring, a cycle that’s been called the

largest seasonal event on the planet. This month the extent of the sea ice around McMurdo is

greater than has ever been seen before, and it’s ten to twelve feet thick, substantial enough for



the nearby ice runway to accept fully loaded military C-141 cargo jets with ease. An iceberg the

size of Delaware, labeled B-15, is parked off the island seventy-five miles to our north, both

slowing down the circulation of ocean currents and injecting tons of freshwater into McMurdo

Sound daily. It’s the largest ever recorded of the five to ten thousand major icebergs that the

Antarctic calves every year, and its presence means the ocean’s salinity is diluted, so it is

freezing more easily and the usual currents and wave action aren’t breaking up the ice.

Normally the frozen sea would be clearing out already, by the turn of the year making the

American station the southernmost navigable port in the world.The unusual thickness of the

sea ice this year means we’re not worried about running into cracks along our route tonight.

The only concern on our minds is the storm. Weather reports in the Antarctic come in three

flavors, all considered to be “severe” by the McMurdo meteorologists. Condition Three, the

most benign, is what we’re driving through: winds are less than 51 mph, wind chill is warmer

than 75°F below zero, and visibility is a quarter mile or better. We are following flags—orange

squares mounted on flexible bamboo poles—planted about a hundred feet apart, roughly ten to

the quarter mile; as we leave fifteen are in sight. Under these conditions snowmobile travel is

permitted as long as there are at least two in the party.The next weather stage is Condition

Two, which is defined as sustained winds of up to 66 mph, a wind chill between–75°F and–

100°F, and visibility down to one hundred feet, or two flags. At this point snowmobile travel is

not authorized. When wind chill drops bel–100°F and visibility shrinks to less than a hundred

feet, it’s a Condition One lockdown. No one is allowed to leave the building they’re in, much

less travel in a vehicle. Such frigid whiteouts are usually caused by the local storms here

referred to as “Herbies” (hurricane plus blizzard). That’s the condition the weather office has

said might develop sometime after midnight.Ted rocks his machine to make sure its dual treads

aren’t frozen to the ice, guns the engine, and gives us a thumbs-up. I fall into line, then Andrea

Donellan drops in behind me. A geomorphologist from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

Pasadena, her multiyear project involves placing Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers

out in the remote Marie Byrd Land hundreds of miles to the northeast from here. She’s

attempting to measure the tectonic forces slowly driving apart the archipelago of islands that

form the West Antarctic, where we are, from the East Antarctic, the high polar plateau to our

south that sits behind the 1,370-mile-long Transantarctic Mountains. Normally during

summertime along this route those mountains across the sound would be visible twenty-four

hours a day, but tonight the entire world is shrouded in gray and white.Following Andrea is Jeff

Scaniello, a surveyor who works frequently out on the sea ice marking off the runways. Riding

swing at the back, making sure we don’t drop anything or anyone, is Charles Ray, or “Chas” as

everyone calls him. A retired navy man who once worked at F-Stop, he guides on Denali in

Alaska during the northern summers and is one of those lean quiet guys you’d happily follow

anywhere. This season he’s serving as Andrea’s field safety person as she travels around

placing her instruments on the peaks of mountains sticking up through the ice cap, which

ranges from four thousand feet deep to over two miles thick. These “nunataks” (an Arctic Inuit

word adopted for the Antarctic) provide the only stable platforms for the GPS units, which can

detect as little as a millimeter of change in their position a year.I’m a novice at Antarctic travel,

but all five of us have been on snowmobiles in storms before; we’re experienced enough to be

wary but also enjoying the notion that we’re heading out into something more than your

average bus trip to the historic hut. We bounce across the transition ice—the ice within a few

yards of shore where tidal action has rucked it up into small pressure mounds, almost like

frozen ocean waves—and are soon on the smoother sea ice road leading north out of

town.The storm has thickened a bit already as we pass unseen Hut Point with Scott’s modest



bungalow. When Scott appeared on the scene leading the British National Antarctic Expedition

in 1901–1904, he unloaded from the Discovery a prefabricated building modeled after an

Australian outback homestead house, complete with deep verandas on all sides, a structure

designed to shed heat instead of preserve it. It’s no surprise that the 370-square-foot structure

was the coldest of the three historic huts on the island. The modifications specified by Scott—

double layers of tongue-and-groove Douglas fir insulated with wool felt—apparently were

insufficient. Even today when you’re inside the Discovery hut, with coal and seal blubber soot

all over the walls and empty packing crates, and tattered woolen blankets hanging from the

ceiling in an attempt to create smaller and more easily heated rooms, the hut is a miserable

place.We’re riding along the margins of McMurdo Sound, that seasonal adjunct of the Ross Ice

Shelf separating the island from the continent. Whereas ice in the sound usually breaks up and

blows out by January of every year, the shelf is another matter entirely. For all intents and

purposes, it is a permanent feature of the continent, a floating sheet of glacial ice that covers

190,000 square miles, an area the size of France. Ross Island sits on a corner of its northern

edge, the shelf being 400 miles wide here and extending behind us more than 600 miles

toward the South Pole. The shelf is nearly 1,000 feet thick at the ice front, or sea edge, and up

to 2,300 feet thick at its southern root. It is the largest single piece of ice in the world.The forty-

five-minute trip goes quickly. Once well out from shore we’re able to zip along at full speed,

every couple of minutes turning around to check that the person behind us is still there and on

course, a routine safety precaution. We sense rather than see the low profile of the Erebus Ice

Tongue, a five-mile-long floating extension of a glacier that, when the sea ice clears out, calves

icebergs into the sound. The dark volcanic Tent and Inaccessible Islands on our left side are

equally invisible. Near the small islands we discover a dead Adélie penguin, stopping briefly to

pay respects to the eighteen-inch-long bird and touch its feathers. This is probably the only

time in my life I’ll be able to approach a penguin so closely, as all wildlife here is strictly

protected by the environmental protocols of the Antarctic Treaty. None of us know how or why

the young bird got here, many miles from any open water, but it’s not an uncommon sight this

year. The slowing of the thaw caused by B-15 means the Adélies are having a hard time

getting to open water and are slowly starving to death.By the time we pull up in front of Scott’s

Terra Nova hut at Cape Evans, the winds are climbing past 25 mph, lowering the wind chill to

minus forty-five. Visibility has slipped to eight of the orange flags. We park the snowmobiles

fifty yards offshore; small pressure ridges and cracks have been multiplying here during the

spring, and the walk to the hut is noticeably rougher than on my first visit a week ago. The wind

is beginning to mewl around the corners of the hut with an ominous pitch.When I was first here

it was a clear and still evening, the Austral spring sun low over the mountains across the

sound. I walked up to the highest point on the cape, only a hundred feet in elevation above the

building, and scanned the view. The several square acres of Cape Evans ordered itself around

the foursquare presence of the wooden hut. Behind me rose the smooth slopes of Mt. Erebus,

a gently rising mass that is the southernmost active volcano in the world. From its summit

floated a white plume of ash and steam. Erebus looked like a day hike, a common error in the

Antarctic, fostered by the hyperarid air so clear things appear closer than they really are. In

reality its 12,447-foot summit is more than a dozen miles distant, and snow camouflages the

fact that its sides are scored by deep couloirs and heavily crevassed glaciers. The illusion helps

creates a scene both as peaceful and as desolate as you can imagine. It’s peaceful in part

because, as in almost all of the Antarctic, there is little discernible noise apart from the wind

and your heartbeat. It’s desolate because there is only a single major human artifact in the

landscape, the hut. Colors fall into three categories: dark brown volcanic earth, blue sky and



ice, white clouds and snow. Nothing grows here that is visible to the naked eye. Nothing moves

except for you and your companions.Tonight is anything but peaceful, and it’s with relief that we

scrape off the snow on our boots and pass inside, leaving behind the wind and snow and

concealing ourselves from a nature that seems to be measuring us. This is a primordial human

response, personifying a storm as if it were a malevolent presence—a way of enfolding the

impersonal nature of danger within a comprehensible emotion.Scott’s Terra Nova hut is the

largest, best-insulated, and best-preserved of all the Heroic Age structures, a sturdy refuge fifty

by twenty-five feet in size that was designed to hold twenty-five men. Historians broadly define

the age as lasting from 1895—when the International Geographical Congress met in London

and set off a wave of government-sponsored national expeditions—until 1922, the year

Shackleton was buried on South Georgia Island while sailing into his third Antarctic adventure.

Fourteen expeditions from eight countries transpired during the period, their stories still the

primary source for more novels, nonfiction books, poems, films, and ephemera than any other

facet of the continent.Scott had first set foot on the ice in 1902 with Shackleton and the artist

Edward “Bill” Wilson (1872–1912), who was officially serving as the expedition doctor. They

landed at what is now known as Winter Quarters Bay, the location of present-day McMurdo,

and erected their little outback building that they had bought in Australia, immediately

complaining how drafty it was. When Scott returned in 1911 to the Ross Sea, he found

McMurdo Sound still frozen and the Discovery hut inaccessible. Turning north, he cruised up to

Cape Evans, the first logical anchoring point free of ice, and set up the custom-designed hut

he’d had built the year before in England. Relatively spacious and insulated with layers of

quilted seaweed, it had a ceiling that rose to sixteen feet at its apex and sleeping quarters for

the officers partitioned from those of the seamen.Despite the insulation improved over that of

the Discovery hut, hoar frost lines the ceiling and the windows seem to steal the light from our

flashlights rather than augment it. The cry of the wind stops at the door, and we hear nothing

save our muffled footsteps, Ted’s subdued commentary, and the occasional click of a camera.

Studded boots hang motionless on the end of a bunk bed, cups dangle beneath a shelf in the

kitchen area, and chemistry benches are landscaped with barren funnels and beakers. Tinned

cocoa and mustard and bottles of ketchup sit on the shelves, reputedly still good to eat. I

wouldn’t bet my life on it, however, and consider this an urban legend that has been grafted

onto the main trunk of the heroic myth embodied by the building (Plate 1).At the far end of the

hut is Herbert Ponting’s darkroom, a six-by-eight-foot closet where he both slept and developed

his seven-by-five-inch glass plates and movie films. Plates are stacked in boxes and fixing

agents reside in their stoppered jars. Scott, understanding well the power of the photographic

image for fundraising, had been keen to bring a professional with him. Ponting (1870–1935),

who had worked previously in the mountains of Japan and the Swiss Alps, was equally ardent

to join the expedition, although at times he found Antarctica a less than congenial place for his

talents. Experienced in the telephotography necessary to magnify the mountain peaks in alpine

scenery, for example—a convention left over from the nineteenth century’s infatuation with

exaggerated landscapes in quest of sublime images—he found that the severe temperature

discontinuities over the sound between Cape Evans and the Transantarctics almost always

dissolved such attempts into a meaningless blur.Turning to my left from the darkroom door, I

take two steps to the table that stands where Wilson painstakingly composed his watercolors.

Its wooden top is occupied by the intact carcass of an emperor penguin, left hurriedly by a later

expedition that had been commissioned to bring back the skins for stuffing. I stand where

Wilson painted Antarctic landscapes and atmospheric phenomena, the last time a painter

would accompany an Antarctic expedition as the person responsible for recording the



topography (Plate 2). Although Ponting had trouble photographing the mountains across the

sound, Wilson had sketched them on the previous expedition in a series of panoramic views

that, even when scaled down in lithographs, still totaled more than one hundred feet long. Scott

said that he could match the drawings to his maps with astonishing accuracy. Wilson died with

Scott on the way back from the Pole, sketching the mountains almost to the end, but from this

expedition onward it would be Ponting’s successors, the ground and aerial photographers, who

would do the job. And with that, a huge wedge would be driven between painters and scientists

in the history of exploration.The sleeping bags of the time, which are stretched out on the beds,

were made of reindeer hides; they became so thoroughly frozen over the course of an

expedition that men were reduced to inserting themselves one limb at a time to thaw them out

and gain entrance. Looking at the tubular mass of hide, and having noted the pile of seal

blubber that sits outside the door, we’re grateful that the temperatures remain as low as they

do. The olfactory assault would otherwise be intense, and many of the artifacts would self-

destruct within weeks. Visitors often remark that the huts look as if the explorers had just

stepped outside for a moment, but the artifacts are in fact decaying, if slowly. The humidity of

our breath encourages the rust that’s eating into the biscuit tins and the fungi that grow almost

invisibly in the sleeping bags and hanging clothes.While everyone else moves around taking

their digital mementos, I pause at a mirror mounted on the wall outside Scott’s bunk. Perhaps

eighteen by twenty-four inches, a little larger than my torso, it hangs where it appears in a

famous photograph of Scott and his men seated around the big table on his forty-third, and

last, birthday. The silver has deleafed from the back, leaving a clear pane of glass behind

which there are swatches of crumpled foil. The mirror line, that juncture where silver meets

glass and your reflection is created, has been obliterated by cold. Your image falls into the

glass and never comes back out, so perfect a metaphor for Scott’s fate, and to some extent the

Antarctic itself, that it’s almost unfair to point it out.Instead of gaining the fame and fortune that

he thought a successful race to the Pole would bring him, Scott not only lost by a month to the

Norwegian, but perished of cold and starvation along with Wilson and four other men on the

return pull. His journey quickly became a touchstone in a world hungry for heroism, but to

some extent it was a false picture constructed on death. Had Scott lived, he would have been a

footnote to Amundsen. The empty mirror embodies for me both the fact that Scott never

returned and the essential hollowness of his achievement.And the Antarctic itself? Historian

and natural history writer Stephen Pyne posits in his book The Ice that it is the least

complicated of all the continents in terms of information. It hosts little in the way of a biotic

community and has never been permanently occupied by people. Its geography is

overwhelmed by ice, and it is the most unfamiliar landscape on Earth, more akin to the surface

of Mars or the moons of Jupiter than to London, Los Angeles, or Lahore. He calls Antarctica

“an information sink,” a place where we expend far more energy and information than we

receive in return, another mirror with no back. By the time we get outside it’s ten o’clock and

the wind has graduated from making animal sounds to those found inside a wind tunnel. We

can’t even see the snowmobiles, less than two hundred feet away. I hope out loud that we will

decide we have to hunker down, it now being a Condition Two, and suggest that we have an

excuse to stay in the hut. Unfortunately, everyone else is sanguine about traveling in these

worsening conditions, so off we go. Before leaving, however, Ted warns us that in a few

minutes, as we round the point and come out of the lee of the Erebus Ice Tongue, the wind will

become much worse.We start out with three to four flags visible, our speed twenty-five miles

per hour. It’s easy to tell when we pass the invisible promontory of glacial ice fifteen minutes

later, because the wind redoubles its force. Now we can see at best two flags, and we’re in a



marginal Condition One whiteout, following each other in a tight pack, eyes focused on the

single red parka visible in front of us. My head is swathed in the thick coyote fur–trimmed hood

of my parka, a bulky down-filled nylon garment that resembles a sleeping bag more than a

jacket—and is meant to perform exactly that function in an emergency. My head is further

covered by a pile hat, balaclava, neck gaiter, and neoprene face mask. Five snowmobiles

chewing their way forward in a Herbie, the two-stroke engines straining against the wind, is not

a quiet walk in the park—and yet I’m so muffled by the whiteout and government-issue extreme

cold weather clothing that everything seems silent. Snowdrifts have formed across the track

since we drove out an hour earlier, and I have the sensation not so much of moving forward as

of floating up and down over snow drifts that I can’t see, white on white on white.Unexpectedly

we break out into a circular clearing, the wind diminishes dramatically, and great masses of

snow and cloud revolve around us. It’s a small eye in the cyclonic disturbance that’s blowing

over Ross Island. A hundred feet overhead sunlight tinges the clouds yellow and orange as if

the atmosphere were on fire, and the clouds smoke. It is glorious, magical, wild. I stand up on

the snowmobile and let out a whoop of joy. J. M.W. Turner, the great English landscape painter,

once had himself tied to the mast of a ship during a storm in order to paint the experience later.

He would have loved this. Turner was Wilson’s hero, and this is one of the reasons why: his

love of the sublime, that which is simultaneously beautiful and terrifying.I’d like to stop, but Ted

picks up speed, hoping to minimize our exposure, and we plunge back into the clouds. The

wind shifts from the east to the south and is even stronger. Visibility decreases to one flag, then

less. Ted is relying now on how his machine reacts to the half-buried tracks as much as looking

for each individual flag ahead, some of which have been ripped right off their poles.

The unusual thickness of the sea ice this year means we’re not worried about running into

cracks along our route tonight. The only concern on our minds is the storm. Weather reports in

the Antarctic come in three flavors, all considered to be “severe” by the McMurdo

meteorologists. Condition Three, the most benign, is what we’re driving through: winds are less

than 51 mph, wind chill is warmer than 75°F below zero, and visibility is a quarter mile or

better. We are following flags—orange squares mounted on flexible bamboo poles—planted

about a hundred feet apart, roughly ten to the quarter mile; as we leave fifteen are in sight.

Under these conditions snowmobile travel is permitted as long as there are at least two in the

party.The next weather stage is Condition Two, which is defined as sustained winds of up to 66

mph, a wind chill between–75°F and–100°F, and visibility down to one hundred feet, or two

flags. At this point snowmobile travel is not authorized. When wind chill drops bel–100°F and

visibility shrinks to less than a hundred feet, it’s a Condition One lockdown. No one is allowed

to leave the building they’re in, much less travel in a vehicle. Such frigid whiteouts are usually

caused by the local storms here referred to as “Herbies” (hurricane plus blizzard). That’s the

condition the weather office has said might develop sometime after midnight.Ted rocks his

machine to make sure its dual treads aren’t frozen to the ice, guns the engine, and gives us a

thumbs-up. I fall into line, then Andrea Donellan drops in behind me. A geomorphologist from

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, her multiyear project involves placing Global

Positioning System (GPS) receivers out in the remote Marie Byrd Land hundreds of miles to

the northeast from here. She’s attempting to measure the tectonic forces slowly driving apart

the archipelago of islands that form the West Antarctic, where we are, from the East Antarctic,

the high polar plateau to our south that sits behind the 1,370-mile-long Transantarctic

Mountains. Normally during summertime along this route those mountains across the sound

would be visible twenty-four hours a day, but tonight the entire world is shrouded in gray and



white.Following Andrea is Jeff Scaniello, a surveyor who works frequently out on the sea ice

marking off the runways. Riding swing at the back, making sure we don’t drop anything or

anyone, is Charles Ray, or “Chas” as everyone calls him. A retired navy man who once worked

at F-Stop, he guides on Denali in Alaska during the northern summers and is one of those lean

quiet guys you’d happily follow anywhere. This season he’s serving as Andrea’s field safety

person as she travels around placing her instruments on the peaks of mountains sticking up

through the ice cap, which ranges from four thousand feet deep to over two miles thick. These

“nunataks” (an Arctic Inuit word adopted for the Antarctic) provide the only stable platforms for

the GPS units, which can detect as little as a millimeter of change in their position a year.I’m a

novice at Antarctic travel, but all five of us have been on snowmobiles in storms before; we’re

experienced enough to be wary but also enjoying the notion that we’re heading out into

something more than your average bus trip to the historic hut. We bounce across the transition

ice—the ice within a few yards of shore where tidal action has rucked it up into small pressure

mounds, almost like frozen ocean waves—and are soon on the smoother sea ice road leading

north out of town.The storm has thickened a bit already as we pass unseen Hut Point with

Scott’s modest bungalow. When Scott appeared on the scene leading the British National

Antarctic Expedition in 1901–1904, he unloaded from the Discovery a prefabricated building

modeled after an Australian outback homestead house, complete with deep verandas on all

sides, a structure designed to shed heat instead of preserve it. It’s no surprise that the 370-

square-foot structure was the coldest of the three historic huts on the island. The modifications

specified by Scott—double layers of tongue-and-groove Douglas fir insulated with wool felt—

apparently were insufficient. Even today when you’re inside the Discovery hut, with coal and

seal blubber soot all over the walls and empty packing crates, and tattered woolen blankets

hanging from the ceiling in an attempt to create smaller and more easily heated rooms, the hut

is a miserable place.We’re riding along the margins of McMurdo Sound, that seasonal adjunct

of the Ross Ice Shelf separating the island from the continent. Whereas ice in the sound

usually breaks up and blows out by January of every year, the shelf is another matter entirely.

For all intents and purposes, it is a permanent feature of the continent, a floating sheet of

glacial ice that covers 190,000 square miles, an area the size of France. Ross Island sits on a

corner of its northern edge, the shelf being 400 miles wide here and extending behind us more

than 600 miles toward the South Pole. The shelf is nearly 1,000 feet thick at the ice front, or

sea edge, and up to 2,300 feet thick at its southern root. It is the largest single piece of ice in

the world.The forty-five-minute trip goes quickly. Once well out from shore we’re able to zip

along at full speed, every couple of minutes turning around to check that the person behind us

is still there and on course, a routine safety precaution. We sense rather than see the low

profile of the Erebus Ice Tongue, a five-mile-long floating extension of a glacier that, when the

sea ice clears out, calves icebergs into the sound. The dark volcanic Tent and Inaccessible

Islands on our left side are equally invisible. Near the small islands we discover a dead Adélie

penguin, stopping briefly to pay respects to the eighteen-inch-long bird and touch its feathers.

This is probably the only time in my life I’ll be able to approach a penguin so closely, as all

wildlife here is strictly protected by the environmental protocols of the Antarctic Treaty. None of

us know how or why the young bird got here, many miles from any open water, but it’s not an

uncommon sight this year. The slowing of the thaw caused by B-15 means the Adélies are

having a hard time getting to open water and are slowly starving to death.By the time we pull

up in front of Scott’s Terra Nova hut at Cape Evans, the winds are climbing past 25 mph,

lowering the wind chill to minus forty-five. Visibility has slipped to eight of the orange flags. We

park the snowmobiles fifty yards offshore; small pressure ridges and cracks have been



multiplying here during the spring, and the walk to the hut is noticeably rougher than on my first

visit a week ago. The wind is beginning to mewl around the corners of the hut with an ominous

pitch.When I was first here it was a clear and still evening, the Austral spring sun low over the

mountains across the sound. I walked up to the highest point on the cape, only a hundred feet

in elevation above the building, and scanned the view. The several square acres of Cape

Evans ordered itself around the foursquare presence of the wooden hut. Behind me rose the

smooth slopes of Mt. Erebus, a gently rising mass that is the southernmost active volcano in

the world. From its summit floated a white plume of ash and steam. Erebus looked like a day

hike, a common error in the Antarctic, fostered by the hyperarid air so clear things appear

closer than they really are. In reality its 12,447-foot summit is more than a dozen miles distant,

and snow camouflages the fact that its sides are scored by deep couloirs and heavily

crevassed glaciers. The illusion helps creates a scene both as peaceful and as desolate as you

can imagine. It’s peaceful in part because, as in almost all of the Antarctic, there is little

discernible noise apart from the wind and your heartbeat. It’s desolate because there is only a

single major human artifact in the landscape, the hut. Colors fall into three categories: dark

brown volcanic earth, blue sky and ice, white clouds and snow. Nothing grows here that is

visible to the naked eye. Nothing moves except for you and your companions.Tonight is

anything but peaceful, and it’s with relief that we scrape off the snow on our boots and pass

inside, leaving behind the wind and snow and concealing ourselves from a nature that seems

to be measuring us. This is a primordial human response, personifying a storm as if it were a

malevolent presence—a way of enfolding the impersonal nature of danger within a

comprehensible emotion.Scott’s Terra Nova hut is the largest, best-insulated, and best-

preserved of all the Heroic Age structures, a sturdy refuge fifty by twenty-five feet in size that

was designed to hold twenty-five men. Historians broadly define the age as lasting from 1895—

when the International Geographical Congress met in London and set off a wave of

government-sponsored national expeditions—until 1922, the year Shackleton was buried on

South Georgia Island while sailing into his third Antarctic adventure. Fourteen expeditions from

eight countries transpired during the period, their stories still the primary source for more

novels, nonfiction books, poems, films, and ephemera than any other facet of the

continent.Scott had first set foot on the ice in 1902 with Shackleton and the artist Edward “Bill”

Wilson (1872–1912), who was officially serving as the expedition doctor. They landed at what

is now known as Winter Quarters Bay, the location of present-day McMurdo, and erected their

little outback building that they had bought in Australia, immediately complaining how drafty it

was. When Scott returned in 1911 to the Ross Sea, he found McMurdo Sound still frozen and

the Discovery hut inaccessible. Turning north, he cruised up to Cape Evans, the first logical

anchoring point free of ice, and set up the custom-designed hut he’d had built the year before

in England. Relatively spacious and insulated with layers of quilted seaweed, it had a ceiling

that rose to sixteen feet at its apex and sleeping quarters for the officers partitioned from those

of the seamen.Despite the insulation improved over that of the Discovery hut, hoar frost lines

the ceiling and the windows seem to steal the light from our flashlights rather than augment it.

The cry of the wind stops at the door, and we hear nothing save our muffled footsteps, Ted’s

subdued commentary, and the occasional click of a camera. Studded boots hang motionless

on the end of a bunk bed, cups dangle beneath a shelf in the kitchen area, and chemistry

benches are landscaped with barren funnels and beakers. Tinned cocoa and mustard and

bottles of ketchup sit on the shelves, reputedly still good to eat. I wouldn’t bet my life on it,

however, and consider this an urban legend that has been grafted onto the main trunk of the

heroic myth embodied by the building (Plate 1).At the far end of the hut is Herbert Ponting’s



darkroom, a six-by-eight-foot closet where he both slept and developed his seven-by-five-inch

glass plates and movie films. Plates are stacked in boxes and fixing agents reside in their

stoppered jars. Scott, understanding well the power of the photographic image for fundraising,

had been keen to bring a professional with him. Ponting (1870–1935), who had worked

previously in the mountains of Japan and the Swiss Alps, was equally ardent to join the

expedition, although at times he found Antarctica a less than congenial place for his talents.

Experienced in the telephotography necessary to magnify the mountain peaks in alpine

scenery, for example—a convention left over from the nineteenth century’s infatuation with

exaggerated landscapes in quest of sublime images—he found that the severe temperature

discontinuities over the sound between Cape Evans and the Transantarctics almost always

dissolved such attempts into a meaningless blur.Turning to my left from the darkroom door, I

take two steps to the table that stands where Wilson painstakingly composed his watercolors.

Its wooden top is occupied by the intact carcass of an emperor penguin, left hurriedly by a later

expedition that had been commissioned to bring back the skins for stuffing. I stand where

Wilson painted Antarctic landscapes and atmospheric phenomena, the last time a painter

would accompany an Antarctic expedition as the person responsible for recording the

topography (Plate 2). Although Ponting had trouble photographing the mountains across the

sound, Wilson had sketched them on the previous expedition in a series of panoramic views

that, even when scaled down in lithographs, still totaled more than one hundred feet long. Scott

said that he could match the drawings to his maps with astonishing accuracy. Wilson died with

Scott on the way back from the Pole, sketching the mountains almost to the end, but from this

expedition onward it would be Ponting’s successors, the ground and aerial photographers, who

would do the job. And with that, a huge wedge would be driven between painters and scientists

in the history of exploration.The sleeping bags of the time, which are stretched out on the beds,

were made of reindeer hides; they became so thoroughly frozen over the course of an

expedition that men were reduced to inserting themselves one limb at a time to thaw them out

and gain entrance. Looking at the tubular mass of hide, and having noted the pile of seal

blubber that sits outside the door, we’re grateful that the temperatures remain as low as they

do. The olfactory assault would otherwise be intense, and many of the artifacts would self-

destruct within weeks. Visitors often remark that the huts look as if the explorers had just

stepped outside for a moment, but the artifacts are in fact decaying, if slowly. The humidity of

our breath encourages the rust that’s eating into the biscuit tins and the fungi that grow almost

invisibly in the sleeping bags and hanging clothes.While everyone else moves around taking

their digital mementos, I pause at a mirror mounted on the wall outside Scott’s bunk. Perhaps

eighteen by twenty-four inches, a little larger than my torso, it hangs where it appears in a

famous photograph of Scott and his men seated around the big table on his forty-third, and

last, birthday. The silver has deleafed from the back, leaving a clear pane of glass behind

which there are swatches of crumpled foil. The mirror line, that juncture where silver meets

glass and your reflection is created, has been obliterated by cold. Your image falls into the

glass and never comes back out, so perfect a metaphor for Scott’s fate, and to some extent the

Antarctic itself, that it’s almost unfair to point it out.Instead of gaining the fame and fortune that

he thought a successful race to the Pole would bring him, Scott not only lost by a month to the

Norwegian, but perished of cold and starvation along with Wilson and four other men on the

return pull. His journey quickly became a touchstone in a world hungry for heroism, but to

some extent it was a false picture constructed on death. Had Scott lived, he would have been a

footnote to Amundsen. The empty mirror embodies for me both the fact that Scott never

returned and the essential hollowness of his achievement.And the Antarctic itself? Historian



and natural history writer Stephen Pyne posits in his book The Ice that it is the least

complicated of all the continents in terms of information. It hosts little in the way of a biotic

community and has never been permanently occupied by people. Its geography is

overwhelmed by ice, and it is the most unfamiliar landscape on Earth, more akin to the surface

of Mars or the moons of Jupiter than to London, Los Angeles, or Lahore. He calls Antarctica

“an information sink,” a place where we expend far more energy and information than we

receive in return, another mirror with no back. By the time we get outside it’s ten o’clock and

the wind has graduated from making animal sounds to those found inside a wind tunnel. We

can’t even see the snowmobiles, less than two hundred feet away. I hope out loud that we will

decide we have to hunker down, it now being a Condition Two, and suggest that we have an

excuse to stay in the hut. Unfortunately, everyone else is sanguine about traveling in these

worsening conditions, so off we go. Before leaving, however, Ted warns us that in a few

minutes, as we round the point and come out of the lee of the Erebus Ice Tongue, the wind will

become much worse.We start out with three to four flags visible, our speed twenty-five miles

per hour. It’s easy to tell when we pass the invisible promontory of glacial ice fifteen minutes

later, because the wind redoubles its force. Now we can see at best two flags, and we’re in a

marginal Condition One whiteout, following each other in a tight pack, eyes focused on the

single red parka visible in front of us. My head is swathed in the thick coyote fur–trimmed hood

of my parka, a bulky down-filled nylon garment that resembles a sleeping bag more than a

jacket—and is meant to perform exactly that function in an emergency. My head is further

covered by a pile hat, balaclava, neck gaiter, and neoprene face mask. Five snowmobiles

chewing their way forward in a Herbie, the two-stroke engines straining against the wind, is not

a quiet walk in the park—and yet I’m so muffled by the whiteout and government-issue extreme

cold weather clothing that everything seems silent. Snowdrifts have formed across the track

since we drove out an hour earlier, and I have the sensation not so much of moving forward as

of floating up and down over snow drifts that I can’t see, white on white on white.Unexpectedly

we break out into a circular clearing, the wind diminishes dramatically, and great masses of

snow and cloud revolve around us. It’s a small eye in the cyclonic disturbance that’s blowing

over Ross Island. A hundred feet overhead sunlight tinges the clouds yellow and orange as if

the atmosphere were on fire, and the clouds smoke. It is glorious, magical, wild. I stand up on

the snowmobile and let out a whoop of joy. J. M.W. Turner, the great English landscape painter,

once had himself tied to the mast of a ship during a storm in order to paint the experience later.

He would have loved this. Turner was Wilson’s hero, and this is one of the reasons why: his

love of the sublime, that which is simultaneously beautiful and terrifying.I’d like to stop, but Ted

picks up speed, hoping to minimize our exposure, and we plunge back into the clouds. The

wind shifts from the east to the south and is even stronger. Visibility decreases to one flag, then

less. Ted is relying now on how his machine reacts to the half-buried tracks as much as looking

for each individual flag ahead, some of which have been ripped right off their poles.Chas is

ahead of me and for some reason is grasping the top of his windshield with one hand, which I

know has to be chilling not only his arm but his entire body as the wind spills down his sleeve.

Ten minutes later we pull off at a training hut still a mile and a half out of McMurdo, turn off the

machines, and shout over the din. It turns out that one of the flanges attaching the windshield

to the hood of Chas’s snowmobile has fractured. If he hadn’t been holding on to it, it would

have flown off. Driving headlong into a Herbie without any wind protection is, we all agree, a

bad idea, and we repair to the hut to decide what to do. Ted has seen this problem before, and

thinks he can jury-rig a temporary solution with some of the electrical tape that he always

carries.Inside the prefab hut—nothing more than a shipping container that’s been dragged onto



the sea ice—Ted radios McMurdo Operations to let them know we may be a few minutes over

our preset return time of midnight, a required protocol forestalling the launch of a search party.

“MacOps” suggest we hunker down in the survival kits, a Condition One having been declared

on base. Ted manages to keep an almost straight face while telling them it isn’t that bad out

here and he thinks we’re just fine to finish the trip.In the meantime, Andrea is pulling pieces of

cake from her pack along with a single candle, which she solemnly places in the middle of one

of the cakes. Earlier in the Cape Evans hut she’d been joking about lighting a candle, a strictly

prohibited activity given how like tinder wooden structures become in the aridity here. It is not

just that the conflagration of a venerated historical structure would cause an international

diplomatic furor, but fire is the ultimate catastrophe that everyone in the Antarctic is taught to

fear: lose your shelter and you lose your life. It turns out this is Chas’s sixtieth birthday, and we

present him with an almost melodic rendition of “Happy Birthday” with the wind as

accompaniment.Ted and Chas disappear outside to secure the windscreen, which they

accomplish quickly, and we’re off again. Now we lose sight for split seconds of even a single

flag in the snow that’s whipping across the ice, yet we have to find two turns, one of them

ninety degrees, to bring us back to McMurdo. We make it by driving within a few feet of each

other’s machines and blinking as little as possible, Ted somehow able to keep us on track.

Once back in the staging area below McMurdo, we line the machines up nose first into the

wind and struggle to batten down the covers, then climb stiffly into the frigid box of a tracked

Hagglunds vehicle that we drive back up the hill into town, a five-minute ride. It’s just midnight

and the town looks deserted, with everyone indoors waiting out the storm.I climb into bed and

try not to wake my roommate, a graduate student who in two weeks will start off on a two-

month-long, 1,135-mile traverse across the ice in trailers, housing labs, and sleeping quarters,

hauled by powerful tractors. The team will deploy crevasse-detecting radar as they visit sites to

collect ice cores and atmospheric samples for climatological studies. It’s the kind of mobile and

multidimensional science project that you can envision being attempted on Mars. The contrast

between modern travel in the Antarctic and the methods of the Heroic Age is

instructive.Tonight we made it back to town in what Ted called a “soft Condition One,” on

schedule with the plan he filed with MacOps before we left. It isn’t cold or windy enough to

qualify as a full-blown Herbie, although the windows of the dorm are booming and the lack of

visibility is genuinely hazardous. I thought of how Wilson must have felt freezing and starving to

death with Scott and the others, pinned down in a tent by a harsher storm less than ninety

miles south of here and only eleven miles away from a food cache. The pendulum of history

has been swinging this way and that over Scott, first declaring him a hero, then calling him a

fool, not only for insisting on manhauling sleds, rather than using dogs, but also for taking a fifth

and extra person with him to the Pole. With the recent publication of Susan Solomon’s book

The Coldest March, which points out that his party labored under colder than normal weather,

historical opinion has moderated a little.Tomorrow morning we’ll have a good story to tell at

breakfast, but we haven’t performed any heroics, no matter how tempting it is to think of it that

way. Tonight we were swaddled in synthetic clothes and traveling in mechanized security back

to a warm bed. We’re not explorers—we’re not going where no one else has been before, in

terms of either terrain or experience. The people with Scott and Shackleton, as well as our

contemporaries who travel on foot and ski across the continent, such as Ann Bancroft or

Reinhold Messner, have undergone tremendous hardships to do what they have done. Yet

even they aren’t explorers in the classic sense—they’re only going where others have gone

before. They are more accurately labeled adventurers, people driven to extend their knowledge

more of themselves than of the world, and to map the ways in which we perceive and relate to



that world.The Antarctic is the same space as it was in the Heroic Age, but we’ve been living

on the continent for almost fifty years and our perceptions of it are changing. We haven’t tamed

the winds or closed up the crevasses, but our constant imaging of its environment now leads

us to accept the Antarctic as a place. By flagging routes on the ice, making sketch and

topographical maps, taking aerial photographs, and representing the continent in paintings,

poetry, novels, and music, we have defined the terrain and in the process circumscribed a

territory with human activity and infused it with memories. How we have accomplished this

arises from the nature of human vision.2THE EYE & THE MIRRORRESTING MY ELBOWS on

a deep windowsill of the top floor of Crary Lab, I stare west at a 125-mile stretch of peaks and

glaciers in the Transantarctic Mountains. The highest portion visible from here is the Royal

Society Range, and at their northern end the entrances to the Dry Valleys are clearly visible

fifty miles away. When I came to work at seven, the sun was traversing behind the hills above

town and McMurdo Sound was flat white, as austere as a blank piece of paper. In the evenings

when I work late, the sun tracks over the Transantarctics and transmutes the far glaciers and

icefields into molten bronze.Below the lab is the helicopter hanger and pad, and all morning

the NSF’s four helicopters have been taking off and landing, ferrying scientists and work crews

to and from field camps within a 125-mile radius of the station. Downhill from the helo pad is

the shoreline, where the sea ice starts; the snow machines are parked here, and a mechanic

has been working at repairing the broken windshield from last night. Beyond that, an ice road

runs out three miles to the sea-ice runway that is used until December, when the ice thins and

operations are moved out onto a strip on the permanent ice shelf. Weather permitting, one or

more of the drab green C-130s flown by the New York Air National Guard may lumber down

from Christchurch, New Zealand, and land here every day until then. Past the airfield the sound

stretches level and frozen across thirty miles to the shore of the continent.To my left and at the

farthest edge of the view southward is Minna Bluff. When clouds roll in over the low ridge it

means you may have as little as forty-five minutes before a Herbie hits town and it’s time to

batten down anything loose. This afternoon, after the storm of last night, I can find no flaw in

the blue bowl of sky, although there are a few inches of dry fresh snow on the ground, and a

small drip of water pelting the windowsill next to me announces that the snow on the roof is

melting off.About 3,000 people will pass through McMurdo this season, but the population of

McMurdo averages only around 1,200. This year nearly 130 of us are grantees of the NSF, and

most of us work in Crary Laboratory when not out in the field. The lab is a 46,500-square-foot

multilevel structure that is touted as a world-class, state-of-the-art research facility. Its first

phase was opened in 1991–1992, and the building was supposedly finished in the 1995–1996

season. As I write this in November 2001, the contractor promises to finish the punch list of

alterations and repairs next month, five years late, construction in the Antarctic never being a

straightforward matter. They may or may not be able to fix the drip.The lab is built on four floors

staggered up the hillside on pilings, in theory to allow blowing snow the freedom to keep

moving. Its bottom level holds an aquarium, the domain of Art deVries, who discovered and

has been studying antifreeze in Antarctic fish at McMurdo for forty years. Six-foot-long

Mawsoni cod, caught just offshore under the ice, swim sluggishly in circular tanks, the water

kept at twenty-eight degrees Fahrenheit lest they expire from heat. The next two levels,

reached by walking up long rubber-floored ramps, are filled with science and administrative

offices, lab spaces, walk-in freezers, and stockrooms jammed with everything from glassware

to microscopes, safety goggles to stationery. Posters, charts, and maps line the hallways,

displaying the flow of ice streams, radar maps of the Dry Valleys, and the movement of B-15.

On one floor a television monitor runs a real-time remote broadcast from the crater rim of Mt.



Erebus, where one of the world’s three persistent lava lakes occasionally tosses out molten

bombs the size of minivans. I work in the library on the fourth floor, where the entire western

exposure is lined with windows recessed into the foot-thick walls.The Antarctic is a self-

sustaining feedback loop of frigidity, the ice reflecting back into space 80 percent of the

shortwave solar radiation falling upon it, as opposed to between 15 and 35 percent reflected

back by ice-free ground elsewhere. This morning that fierce exchange manifests itself in

thermal discontinuities—alternating layers of cooler and warmer air that turn the view into a

mirage. Across the sound and at the foot of the mountains looms a glacial cliff that extends for

twenty miles, scalloped battlements of ice that must be five hundred feet high to be visible from

here, thirty miles away. As the morning wears on and the air stabilizes, however, the cliffs

waver and shrink, only to reform the next day. This is the first time I’ve seen a “superior mirage,”

known famously to sailors worldwide as the Fata Morgana.The thermal illusions most

commonly seen in the American West, in the Mojave and Great Basin deserts where I grew up,

are classified as inferior mirages. These arise when the ground surface and the few inches of

air above it are many degrees hotter than the air immediately higher. The illusion of water

shimmering on a highway in front of you is a common example, the thermal boundary between

temperatures—yet another kind of mirror line—reflecting back the sky. The apparition can be

so convincing that thirsty cattle will stampede for it, then drop to their knees dead of

dehydration and heat exhaustion.Superior mirages are caused by a reversal of the same

discontinuity, this time the surface being much colder than the air above it—a temperature

inversion—and reflecting not what is above, but instead magnifying what is below or behind it,

in this case the far shoreline of the continent. The phenomenon was given the name Fata

Morgana when Europeans observed the mirages over water and attributed them to Morgan le

Fay, the enchantress half-sister of King Arthur who was believed to live in an undersea castle.

Seamen claimed that she cast the image of her abode above the water as a false harbor, thus

luring unwary navigators to their death. The Fata Morgana is a complicated mirage, often

superimposing several images, and is thus prone to change radically as multiple layers of the

atmosphere shift their temperatures even slightly. The “castles in the air” over Ross Sound

constantly project upward and then deconstruct, the same optical morass in which the

telephoto lens of Scott’s photographer, Ponting, became mired.The fable of Morgan le Fay

sought to explain cognitive dissonance in an isotropic space: the brain, attempting to find and

interpret visual cues in an environment that looks the same in all directions, interpreted the

unfamiliar in terms of the familiar. Early Antarctic maps and reports are full of such

misunderstandings, entire mountain ranges being proposed where none exist, images from

hundreds of miles inland cast out to sea by inversions. Sight is our only long-distance sensing

mechanism, and in a space of such vastness we rely primarily on it for orientation and a sense

of self in relationship to what is around us.Our perceptual wiring evolved over millions of year in

more humid environments, first in Africa’s arboreal forests, then in its woodlands and out on

the open savanna. The noses of our primate ancestors shrunk, diminishing our ability to smell

but allowing a greater field of vision as we moved into progressively larger landscapes. Put

Homo sapiens on a frozen ocean in front of a mirage, and we cannot help but perceive it

through inherited templates, some of them genetic, some cultural. I look out the window at

Crary and think the Royal Society to be closer than it is, and translate both ice cliffs and their

mirage into architecture, deploying an analog and creating a place I can inhabit imaginatively. A

severe challenge in the Antarctic is trying to develop a sense of place where our ability to

sense the space itself is so compromised. Our visual sensory system, which includes the

eyes, the optic nerve, and various portions of the brain, rigorously parses information through a



series of steps meant to eliminate most of what we see, arriving at a small set of patterns such

as lines, edges, and contrast. The rules of vision, which among other things force us to

distinguish between figure and ground, are in force whether we’re looking at a person in a field

or a painting of a figure in a field. We codify the separation of objects and ground by mentally

constructing continuous lines, or contours, which we assemble into approximately twenty-four

basic geometric shapes. The easiest shapes for us to perceive are those that are closed, such

as circles and squares. The more basic and symmetrical the closure, the faster we perceive it,

circles being easiest, then squares, then rectangles, and so on. The more complicated the

shape, the longer we have to look at it. The brain assembles these shapes into patterns that it

subjects to an ongoing comparison with patterns it has stored previously, mostly in our long-

term memory.How critical basic contour recognition is to our survival shows up in the Antarctic

during whiteout conditions, when we are subjected to a Ganzfeld, or visual field without

contours. Stumbling around in a whiteout, where visible light is dispersed in a perfectly even

manner, you start to lose your balance and coordination almost immediately, and within fifteen

minutes may suffer a complete, though temporary, loss of vision. Remain deprived of contours

in a Ganzfeld for very long, and hallucinations start, the brain making up something, anything,

to see. To say that you are disoriented in a whiteout is to put it mildly.Ranulph Fiennes and

Mike Stroud, two British adventurers who made the first unsupported crossing of the Antarctic

by manhauling sledges 1,500 miles in 1992–1993, reported problems with their vision caused

by lack of the visual cues to which we are accustomed. As Fiennes reports in his account of

the epic, Mind Over Matter, by the end of the expedition they had trouble focusing their vision.

Fiennes went to see an ophthalmic surgeon on his return to England, who correctly diagnosed

the condition as one similar to that suffered by long-range bomber pilots during World War II.

Flying for many hours and peering through a windscreen with no discernible contours outside,

the pilots would forget how to focus. The surgeon, pointing out to Fiennes that he had been

similarly deprived by ninety-five days of travel on the ice, predicted that the condition would

disappear within a few weeks as his mind retrained itself, and so it did.Anne Dal Vera, who

along with Ann Bancroft and two other women skied from the Ronne Ice Shelf to the South

Pole that same season, a journey of 678 miles that took sixty-seven days, told me that they

encountered a different set of problems. When the weather was fine, the women tended to

focus on sastrugi as landmarks against which to maintain their bearings. The wind-shaped

surface features, sometimes up to six feet in height, and subtle variations in the light and dark

shades of snow occupied them endlessly, and, having no trouble finding things to look at on

the polar plateau, they retaining their mental ability to visually process the world. An overcast

day, however, meant that surface definition simply disappeared, and it took enormous

concentration to stay on your feet, especially for the lead skier, unable to distinguish dips and

rises under her skis. On those days, which Dal Vera considered claustrophobic compared with

the sunny ones, she found it easier to ski with her eyes closed to avoid the vertigo.Galen

Rowell, an American mountaineer and renowned nature photographer who worked in both the

Arctic and Antarctic, cautioned readers in Poles Apart, his photo book about the antipodes, that

the paucity of familiar forms makes not just the ice itself, but even photographs of the ice

difficult to see and engage with emotionally. In other words, not only does the Antarctic as a

place present difficulties to our vision, but even our ability to read its representations is

challenged.The mind demands and receives three kinds of visual information: What an object

is, where it is, and what it is doing. The first it receives as the perception of form through the

construction and recognition of contours. The second it constructs through a variety of

perspective perceptions, including those derived from our stereoscopic vision (particularly for



close-up items), the elevation of our vision above the ground (for farther things), and through

the breaking of contours by objects in front of each other. Motion is likewise constructed from a

series of visual rules. The Antarctic with its monolithic expanses of flat white ice, flickering

mirages, and lack of familiar geographical cues makes it the most difficult visual environment

on the planet.The longer you look at something, the more you assign it significance because

you are cumulatively reinforcing physical pathways through your neurons while doing so. And if

you’re accustomed to a specific landscape, you look for the important features in it that you

have burned deeply into your brain. If you grew up around foliage, your brain is used to looking

to it and assigning it scale, which is to say its size relative to yours. In the Antarctic there are no

familiar salient features in the landscape and your eye simply wanders, looking for something,

anything, that your mind can recognize.When we are confronted with something we didn’t

expect to see—a visual anomaly like Mt. Erebus, for example, the smoking volcano on Ross

Island that’s in the middle of what’s supposed to be an icy continent—we experience visual

dissonance. We have to stare at the unexpected sight for a long time in order to “believe our

eyes.” When we see something we don’t understand, then act inappropriately in response, we

are suffering from cognitive dissonance, which sometimes has fatal consequences. An

example is attempting to cross a desert valley without carrying water because it looks small but

is in fact very large, a fact apparent on the map we may have with us but choose to ignore

because of the false visual perception. The cattle stampeding for the false promise of a mirage

is another example, and the legend behind the name of Fata Morgana a cautionary one.

Cognitive dissonance becomes a familiar state of mind in the Antarctic.Our species evolved in

a mixed terrain where primates moved down and out of trees and onto a grassland rich with

the proteins that would support the growth and energy requirements of our cortex. These were

places where hominids could measure themselves against the scale of trees, the height and

distance of which they knew intimately. Not only were these trees they had climbed for millions

of years, the structure of the limbs echoed in their own arms and legs—limbs of a different kind

—but the tree branches were also refuge. You had to be able, at all times, to look around you

and know how far away that refuge was, how long it would take you to get up it, and how far

you could go. If you misjudged, you would be eaten by a predator that was higher up the food

chain.Our ancestors could place themselves in their immediate surroundings, but they also

could look at the far mountains and, if unable to measure how far away they were in spatial

distance, specify roughly how long a journey to them would take in time. Part of that ability

arose from the fact that humidity in the air shifted the transparency of the atmosphere and the

color of the landscape in a predictable manner, which their perceptual systems had evolved to

understand. The outline of hills close by were sharper than those twenty miles off. The

minuscule air droplets suspended in the air scattered the light so that what would be a brown

and green mountainside nearby would appear to be bluish if far off, a cognitive strategy

observed by Leonardo da Vinci and transplanted by him into landscape painting as

“atmospheric perspective,” a device used ever since by artists to indicate background

distance.What happens to us when we enter a place lacking the visual cues to which we have

adapted ourselves, such as the Antarctic? We get lost. Without the visual clues to which we are

accustomed, we misjudge distance, where to find paths across the terrain, and where refuge

from threat may exist. We overcome this difficulty by constructing maps, which allow us to

mechanically measure that which we cannot know instinctively. And it’s not by coincidence that

the earliest examples of cartography we have come from Mesopotamia and Egypt, two early

desert societies.During the last eight thousand years we have become accustomed to having

our way with the surface of the earth, in part because maps have been highly successful



cognitive aids, even when the environment is hostile. This means that it’s not just the

occasional vacationer who gets into trouble in the desert, however. It’s entire civilizations.

Mesopotamian civilization dried up, as has every other large-scale hydraulic desert society that

assumed that, because they could overrule the land with maps, they could then rule over the

land with irrigation and roads. Maps in their abstraction encourage us to think that one place is

much the same as any other, that we can act in Nevada or Saudi Arabia the as we do in New

Hampshire or Austria. Yet wherever we continue unchecked growth and overuse local

resources, we’re taking great risks. The Mesopotamians, for all their cleverness in urban

planning and taxation (enabled in large part by their mapmaking skills), still took from the earth

more than it could reasonably give and—in combination with a changing climate—put

themselves out of business. So did the Mayans and the ancestral Pueblo Indians of the

American Southwest. Egypt looks as if it will do the same. Cognitive dissonance isn’t a matter

just of individual perceptual mechanics but of social dynamics as well. Cartography and art

share a common and ancient visual framework that is especially important to understand when

looking at the art produced during the exploration of unfamiliar environments, and most

especially highly isotropic ones, whether the hot deserts of Egypt and the American West or

the cold ones of the polar regions.I’ve often speculated that the first visual gesture made on a

two-dimensional surface might have occurred when one of our ancestors, having returned to

the tribe from a hunting foray, tried to describe where he had been when he was unable to lead

others there himself. Exploration would have been useless, after all, if you couldn’t find your

way back and bring others with you—or send them there. Perhaps after extending a digit in the

direction to go, and having given what limited verbal instructions, if any, the language of the

epoch could convey, our intrepid ancestor bent down and drew a path in the dirt, a sketch that

said: “When you get beyond those trees we can see from here, go left around the first hill until

you reach the stream, then follow it to the right and up into the next valley where there’s a herd

of gazelles.” The first drawing may well have been a map, a way of getting us from “here” to

“there.”The history of mapmaking is, among other things, a narrative about how we have

applied geometry to the earth, taking one of the cognitive shapes we most easily perceive, the

square, and wrapping it around the globe. Cartography was the cultural means we deployed to

overcome our neurobiological limitations in new and extreme spaces, and it also provided the

springboard from which was launched landscape art in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, a history with direct relevance to the early exploration of the Antarctic and every

painting-of-place that’s been done there, from William Hodges sailing with Captain James

Cook in the 1770s to Edward Wilson sketching away with Scott on their way to the South Pole.

Hodges spent much of his time on the voyage performing as a cartographic draftsman and

sketching what were known as coastal profiles, drawings of shorelines used as navigational

aids, a technique derived from Dutch and Flemish pilots of the sixteenth century. Wilson,

seventy-odd years after the invention of photography, was still making coastal profiles and

landscape panoramas.Maps, however, come loaded with preconceptions that are necessary in

order for us to use them, the most basic of which is that they attempt to represent a three-

dimensional curved surface—the globe—with straight lines on a two-dimensional sheet of

paper or computer screen. It’s a convenient conceit when we’re driving a car across town or

taking a week long backpacking trip; the errors that accumulate from the translation don’t

matter at a small scale, most especially in the lower latitudes where the lines of longitude are

farthest apart. But when you’re surveying something the size of a state or country, the errors

accumulate and you have to make little jogs to accommodate the map to the terrain. That’s

why, if you look at a map of Kansas or Nebraska, places where it’s relatively flat and



supposedly simple to grid off the territory, you’ll find perfectly straight county roads suddenly

taking a jig to one side, course corrections that bend the mapmakers’ work to the curvature of

the round globe. Things become, as you can imagine, much more difficult the closer you get to

the South Pole, where the lines begin to converge toward a single point—not to mention where

compasses begin to act more like an apparatus in a magician’s act than a scientific

instrument.Of course, with satellite photos, Global Positioning System units, and laser

surveying we can overcome almost all of those problems to within tolerances any farmer or

politician would find more than acceptable. The problem that remains is the idea of the grid

itself, a totalizing device adopted by the Mesopotamians in about 6,200 B.C. to ensure

standardized (hence politically acceptable) taxation and subsequently used to reduce the world

by formula to a common space.When we grid a landscape, when we take a ruler and draw

lines on it—when we over-rule it—we end up making the assumption that we rule over the

land, and that a square of land in the desert is the same as a square of land in the grassland

three states over. The fact is, what we’re in charge of is a piece of paper, not the land, but we

forget that. We confuse the representation for the reality, an intellectual dissonance that in the

desert is related directly to our cognitive problems. So we know that the square, even though

based deep in our neurophysiology as a successful adaptation enabling us to see our way

around in the world, can lead us into trouble with maps. Mapmaking and landscape art had

started to split apart well before Edward Wilson picked up his first brush as a young man in the

last decade of the nineteenth century. What do we find when we analyze representational

landscape painting, the kind of art most often produced during the exploration of the Antarctic,

along the same lines as maps? What kind of geometry exists there? What preconceptions

does it contain, and what do they have to do with the natural world?Look at the kinds of art that

we prefer. Two Russian artists, Vitaly Komar and Alex Melamid, created an ongoing conceptual

art piece to find out. They went to different countries around the world and surveyed people

about what they would like to see in a painting and what they wouldn’t. They then painted an

example of each, adding them to a traveling exhibition. As it turns out, what we usually don’t

want to see is abstract art in bright colors. What we like to see most often, from country to

country, is fairly predictable if we think about the evolutionary background of our vision: We like

very traditional landscapes. We want trees in the foreground framing a view that opens to the

middle distance where there is a water feature, such as a pond or lake or stream, and then a

vista leading away into the distance. Usually we want figures placed in the paintings, preferably

in the foreground or by the edge of the water. The results, from Kenya to Iceland, are

remarkably consistent.What we’re describing is a woodland at the edge of a savanna with trees

to scale, both in terms of measuring and offering refuge. We stand outside the picture frame, a

square or rectangle of course, where it is safe and through which we can observe the

landscape. When asked how such pictures make us feel, we’re likely to respond that they are

calming, a visible respite from the disorganized visual chaos surrounding us on our city streets

and in our workplaces. In short, we want our deep ancestral home. We can find a related story

when asking young children what kind of landscapes they prefer: it’s much the same sort of

territory we desire in our paintings. Their least favorite environment is the desert.There is also,

however, a corollary balancing act in our landscape preferences, be they in art or reality. If the

children are older and have experienced other kinds of landscapes, have gotten to know a

forest, the mountains, the desert, they may prefer the more exotic locales—even deserts. And if

we ask adults who have spent some time contemplating a full range of art what kind of

paintings they prefer, they, too, will sometimes prefer the less familiar, and respond that they

like the mental challenges posed by the abstractions of Jackson Pollock, or the minimal



geometries of Frank Stella, or other kinds of visual aesthetics all together, such as installation

works. At some point in our experience of the world, we are often able to step beyond our

comfort level and seek the unfamiliar, which is why some people collect contemporary abstract

art rather than landscape paintings, and prefer living in McMurdo to Chicago.The Antarctic is

the world’s largest desert. Its air is so dry and clear of particulate pollutants that atmospheric

perspective barely comes into play before mountains disappear beyond the curvature of the

earth. Its cartography doesn’t have a true square on even a single map sheet—everything is

bent into wedges as longitude lines converge toward the pole. What happens when our

perceptual apparati are disordered by the most severe place on the planet? Can we learn

something here about how we react to the environment at large? My assumption is that by

looking through the art of place—primarily paintings and photographs that represent a specific

locale—we can discern the shape of our mind about it, and thus why we treat it the way we do.

Part of the reason is that landscape art is itself a mapping activity, a way of getting us from the

familiar “here” to the unfamiliar “there.”Comparing the experiential reality of the Antarctic with

our images of it, and assessing the kinds of dissonance we suffer in that environment, makes it

possible also to understand how people construct stories about an extreme space in order to

convert it into place. The images and the stories are inextricably linked, the art and cartography

of the continent arising from, but also shaping, the historical and political narratives we use to

govern it (Plate 3).3TRANSANTARCTICA ITWENTY MILLION YEARS AGO Wright Valley was

filled thousands of feet deep by ice flowing down from the ice sheet of the polar plateau and

through the Transantarctic Mountains to the sea. But the range had been uplifting slowly for

millions of years, and eventually it rose above the point where the ice could overtop the peaks

—and the valley became ice free. Wright Valley is one of three parallel ice-free grooves in this

part of the Transantarctics, the Dry Valleys. It has not rained here, the driest place on Earth, for

more than 2 million years.The wind blows steadily from my left. I keep my head down and

parka hood pulled snug as I traverse up the lower flanks of the Asgard Range. The ground

beneath my feet consists of a sandy soil thickly paved with ventifacts, or wind-shaped stones.

The rocks are smaller than my palm, polished by the incessant grinding by grains of windblown

sand and ice into gray and umber pyramids and polyhedra the likes of which I’ve never seen

before. Their sharply faceted faces are oriented to the west, the direction of the prevailing

summertime winds.This is my first multiday excursion into the field. Almost all such forays

available to visiting artists and writers are made in conjunction with science groups, which

helps both to contain the logistical expenses and to provide a safety net. I’ve requested time in

the Dry Valleys and have been assigned to accompany a group repairing seismological

equipment. It’s my first afternoon in Wright Valley, and I’m taking a solo hike, careful to stay

within direct line-of-sight to the hut.The Dry Valleys cover 1,370 square miles, a scenic and

scientific anomaly the size of Delaware within the 5.4-million-square-mile continent that is 96.6

percent covered by ice. The geological record here is not buried under two miles of ice, and

because the valleys are a pristine environment at the extreme end of the spectrum where life is

possible, their ecology is more easily monitored than those in temperate regions, where the

web of life is infinitely more complicated. Every effort is made to minimize human disturbances

in the valleys, and back at Crary Lab a film is shown every day to newcomers on how to walk

gently in the Dry Valleys.The exposed valleys are also important to the study of aesthetics in

the Antarctic. Precisely because they are predominantly ice free, they provide a place where

human scale is more readily established than on the featureless ice sheet, and thus provide

material more easily represented in art. Every artist who has visited the Antarctic since the

valleys were discovered in the first decade of the twentieth century has made it a priority to



come here. Eliot Porter, the first photographer sent to the Antarctic by the NSF, worked up and

down this valley in 1975, when he was seventy-four years old. Porter was America’s

preeminent landscape photographer after Ansel Adams, and a pioneer in the use of color film

outdoors. His book Antarctica, the first color coffee table book about the continent widely

available in the United States, showed the public that the continent was more than a land of

white snow. He photographed impossibly blue and green icebergs, red and orange lichens

growing on rocks, and skies that ranged across the entire spectrum of hues. It was his

photographs of the Dry Valleys that first interested me in coming to the Antarctic twenty-five

years ago—not the white keep of the continental interior, but a dry labyrinth that produced an

immediate and intense longing to walk this place for myself.Ten percent of the Dry Valleys is

exposed rock; the rest is covered with cold desert soils that lack topsoil, or almost any organic

material. In Wright Valley, the soils are composed of coarse grains of sandstone, the gray

granitic rock granodiorite, and dolerite, which is even harder than granite. The soils rest atop

permafrost, frozen dirt and ice mixed together. Unlike the permafrost found in North America,

which tends to stabilize at just under the freezing point, the underground layers in Wright Valley

can become as cold as a single degree above zero. Some of the ground in isolated spots has

been undisturbed for up to 15 million years and has turned yellowish and red from oxidation.

The material under my feet, however, a stony pavement atop a fine sand the same color as the

surface rocks, is much younger, perhaps dating from when the Ross Ice Sheet withdrew from

McMurdo Sound during the termination of the Wisconsin glaciation, which ended around

10,000 years ago.A braided stream, the Onyx River, flows for thirty miles inland during only six

weeks at the height of summer, its origin the thin meltwaters from dozens of alpine glaciers

that hang down from the mountains on either side, tongues of ice that end in abrupt vertical

walls up to two hundred feet high. They’ve been there for 3.5 million years, managing to

maintain position in face of the katabatic winds, formed when air is pulled by gravity from the

higher plateau to the lower valleys, generating winds that grow progressively warmer as they

fall, routinely exceeding 100 mph. The katabatics carry less than 10 percent humidity and

simply sublimate glacial ice, taking frozen water straight into a gaseous state without its

passing through a liquid phase. In other words, the glacier fronts evaporate in the wind. Just

enough snow falls in the mountains to sustain the glaciers (Plate 4).Wright Valley displays a

classic interior basin-and-range topography that I recognize from Nevada, all its waters flowing

inward. Steep mountain walls no more than three miles apart rise up more than six thousand

feet on both sides. Across from me the Olympus Range is cut through by Bull Pass, which

leads to the next valley north. Up the valley sits Lake Vanda, the permanently ice-covered

terminus of the river. At the far head of the valley, thirty miles east, are the legendary thousand-

foot-high, three-mile-wide Airdevronsix Icefalls, where the ice sheet still manages to breach the

mountains. Like Niagara Falls, the ice is slowly retreating upstream, eating its way backward

into the rock. Almost everywhere else around the circumference of the continent, that massive

ice sheet succeeds in reaching the sea. Here, however, wind and sun abort the effort. The

icefalls land on dry ground.I’ve now hiked far enough up the side of the valley that I can see

clearly the alternating yellow sandstone and dark gray dolerite bands of the Beacon

Supergroup that run across a line of peaks, the last wall of rock before the polar plateau rises

to the center of the continent. There’s a “very low aerosol optical thickness” in the valleys, as

an atmospheric scientist would put it, meaning there’s no dust or moisture in the air to impede

my view or shift the spectrum. It looks like another day hike, but the massive cliffs are thirty

miles away.The Transantarctics are composed of nearly horizontal layers of sedimentary rock,

Devonian sandstone through which run sills of coal, shales, and most prominently dolerite, a



dark lava similar to basalt. The rocks are related to those in southern Africa, India, South

America, and Australia. Found within the sandstones are fossilized remains of Lystrosaurus, a

semiaquatic herbivore that had a very limited swimming range—sort of a reptilian

hippopotamus—that lived in New Zealand as well as those other regions. Both the rocks and

fossils are proof that all these lands were once a part of the supercontinent Gondwanaland,

which broke up during the Jurassic Period 135 to 180 million years ago. When the bodies of

Scott and his companions were found, the rocks that Wilson had collected from the Beacon

sandstones along the route of their descent down the Beardmore Glacier from the polar

plateau were found with them. Wilson had insisted that they bring them back, as they contained

fossil leaves of the extinct twelve-foot-tall woody fern Glossopteris—a fossil also found on

those other southern continents. Continental drift wasn’t yet a fully articulated theory, but he

surmised correctly the fossils’ importance.The mountains began their uplift at the end of the

Jurassic. Just as the Himalaya rose up to block waters draining south from Tibet into India, so

the Transantarctics blocked most of the ice flowing from the polar plateau to the sea. In the

Himalaya, the water cut channels through the uplifting chain, in one place creating the most

profound gorge on Earth, the twenty-thousand-foot-deep Kali Gandaki Valley in between the

peaks of Dhaulighiri and Annapurna. In Antarctica, the great outflow glaciers to the south of the

Dry Valley, such as the Byrd and the Beardmore, have done much the same.I stop my ascent

when I come upon the mummified bodies of two crabeater seals resting on a thin layer of

gravel. I’m almost forty miles from where the Dry Valleys meet the ocean, not to mention three

hundred feet above and a mile uphill from the river. Some of the seal carcasses found in the

valleys still have fur on the underside of their intact bodies, which in midsummer still ooze

decaying flesh, while others have been dated to more than 3,500 years old. These two are so

ancient that they’ve been almost sandblasted out of existence. Both seals and penguins

regularly and for unknown reasons walk up into the Dry Valleys, the latter getting as far as fifty

miles before succumbing to starvation.Scott discovered the Dry Valleys by mistake when

returning from a trip to the polar plateau during his first expedition. Descending the wrong

glacier in a whiteout on the way back to McMurdo Sound, he found himself at one end of a

frozen lake. At the other end was an arid valley he was unable to follow, sledging on snow

being his only method of travel. He wrote in the Discovery expedition journal that it was a

“wonderful place,” but he stumbled across mummified seals then, too, and went on to exclaim

that it was “a valley of the dead” where “even the great glacier which once pushed through it

has withered away.” Shackleton sent a team of three to investigate the eastern end of the valley

in 1909, but it wasn’t until the arrival of Griffith Taylor, the geomorphologist accompanying Scott

in 1911, that the first valley was completely traversed. It was Taylor who figured out that

glaciation carved the valleys out of the mountains more than 20 million years ago, and that

there’s been only minimal fluvial erosion during the last 15 million. I head back down to the

valley floor and the hut I am camped next to for a few days, a $1.5 million prefabricated

refrigerator building twenty-five feet long, eleven feet wide, and more than ten feet high. It was

preassembled, broken down into pieces light enough for helicopters to ferry over from

McMurdo, then reassembled and tied down with twenty steel cables guyed to bedrock, anchors

that can handle 200 mph winds. I pry open the heavy freezer door and enter an anteroom the

size of a walk-in closet into which are crammed two diesel generators. Inside through another

heavy door are racks of digital electronic gear, steel shelves holding twenty-four large batteries

that store the solar power generated by panels mounted flat on the roof, and a large red tool

chest from Sears that looks like it belongs in somebody’s garage. There are also five guys

inside, swaying and jiving to loud rock music playing on a laptop computer, their eyes fastened



on a series of digital readouts. Apparently the work is going well.The group inside is testing

and performing maintenance on the equipment for the “Dry Valleys Seismograph Project,” a

complicated array of digital sensors and telemetry gear that records and forwards by radio data

gathered here on earth movements. When I first read about the project, I thought it would be a

straightforward science camp. NSF described the work being carried out here at Bull Pass as a

joint venture with the New Zealand Antarctic Program “to record broadband, high-dynamic-

range, digital seismic data from the remote Wright Valley, a site removed from the

environmental and anthropogenic noise ubiquitous on Ross Island.” The annual science

summary mentioned that the site is ideal because it offers rare access to Antarctic bedrock,

and that the data are digitized and telemetered to the Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory

for public access. No mention was made of the underlying strategic mission.Clay Himmelsback

and his two sergeants, Arnold “A. J.” Jones and Glen Breen, work for the Air Force Technical

Applications Center (AFTAC), an obscure military unit that maintains nine seismic monitoring

sites in the Southern Hemisphere. These sites provide data to the U.S. Atomic Energy

Detection System, which is in turn part of the International Monitoring System for the

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty—forty countries hosting 321 stations that can detect nuclear

explosions of a kiloton or less. The seismic, hydroacoustic, infrasound, and radionucleide

stations detect, respectively, ground motion, sound waves in water, subaudible sound waves in

the atmosphere, and the release of radioactivity from nuclear bomb tests. The network has

done other work as well, for instance determining that the Russian submarine that sank in the

Baltic Sea in 2000, the Kursk, suffered catastrophically not from being rammed by a ship but

from internal explosions. The hydroacoustic units are part of a military remote-sensing

technology used to detect troop movements across streams and rivers, equipment so sensitive

that it can tell the difference between men and women by the resonance of their body

cavities.The other two men in the room, Doug MacDonald and Chris Badger, work for Northern

Power, a Vermont company that builds power units for remote field stations. They specialize in

wind and solar energy units for use off-grid, a desirable technology in the eyes of NSF, which is

seeking to decrease its dependency on fossil fuels and consequent pollution in its field camps,

particularly in the sensitive Dry Valleys.The Bull Pass/Lake Vanda installation, established in

1985, is critical to the network because bedrock installations are difficult to find in the Southern

Hemisphere, with its high ratio of ocean to land. Every winter for sixteen years, however, the

station experienced power failures—until this last season, when Northern Power installed the

new system, which worked very well. Now they’re teaching the Air Force how to maintain it.The

AFTAC personnel aren’t what either I or the Northern Power guys expected. For one thing,

they’re not wearing the olive-drab cold-weather gear that we’re used to seeing on military

personnel in the Antarctic. Instead they’re authorized to purchase state-of-the-art

mountaineering gear. In place of armored combat laptops they carry the latest and sleekest

commercial models, machines capable of teleoperating the seismic sites from anywhere in the

world. And loaded into those machines are thousands of vintage rock ’n’ roll songs, as well as

DVD players on which to watch any of the hundreds of recently released movies they’ve

brought with them. The AFTAC gentleman are serious about their work and put in sixteen-hour

days, but after hours they’re some of the funniest and most recreationally adept people I’ve

ever hung out with.

The history of mapmaking is, among other things, a narrative about how we have applied

geometry to the earth, taking one of the cognitive shapes we most easily perceive, the square,

and wrapping it around the globe. Cartography was the cultural means we deployed to



overcome our neurobiological limitations in new and extreme spaces, and it also provided the

springboard from which was launched landscape art in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, a history with direct relevance to the early exploration of the Antarctic and every

painting-of-place that’s been done there, from William Hodges sailing with Captain James

Cook in the 1770s to Edward Wilson sketching away with Scott on their way to the South Pole.

Hodges spent much of his time on the voyage performing as a cartographic draftsman and

sketching what were known as coastal profiles, drawings of shorelines used as navigational

aids, a technique derived from Dutch and Flemish pilots of the sixteenth century. Wilson,

seventy-odd years after the invention of photography, was still making coastal profiles and

landscape panoramas.Maps, however, come loaded with preconceptions that are necessary in

order for us to use them, the most basic of which is that they attempt to represent a three-

dimensional curved surface—the globe—with straight lines on a two-dimensional sheet of

paper or computer screen. It’s a convenient conceit when we’re driving a car across town or

taking a week long backpacking trip; the errors that accumulate from the translation don’t

matter at a small scale, most especially in the lower latitudes where the lines of longitude are

farthest apart. But when you’re surveying something the size of a state or country, the errors

accumulate and you have to make little jogs to accommodate the map to the terrain. That’s

why, if you look at a map of Kansas or Nebraska, places where it’s relatively flat and

supposedly simple to grid off the territory, you’ll find perfectly straight county roads suddenly

taking a jig to one side, course corrections that bend the mapmakers’ work to the curvature of

the round globe. Things become, as you can imagine, much more difficult the closer you get to

the South Pole, where the lines begin to converge toward a single point—not to mention where

compasses begin to act more like an apparatus in a magician’s act than a scientific

instrument.Of course, with satellite photos, Global Positioning System units, and laser

surveying we can overcome almost all of those problems to within tolerances any farmer or

politician would find more than acceptable. The problem that remains is the idea of the grid

itself, a totalizing device adopted by the Mesopotamians in about 6,200 B.C. to ensure

standardized (hence politically acceptable) taxation and subsequently used to reduce the world

by formula to a common space.When we grid a landscape, when we take a ruler and draw

lines on it—when we over-rule it—we end up making the assumption that we rule over the

land, and that a square of land in the desert is the same as a square of land in the grassland

three states over. The fact is, what we’re in charge of is a piece of paper, not the land, but we

forget that. We confuse the representation for the reality, an intellectual dissonance that in the

desert is related directly to our cognitive problems. So we know that the square, even though

based deep in our neurophysiology as a successful adaptation enabling us to see our way

around in the world, can lead us into trouble with maps. Mapmaking and landscape art had

started to split apart well before Edward Wilson picked up his first brush as a young man in the

last decade of the nineteenth century. What do we find when we analyze representational

landscape painting, the kind of art most often produced during the exploration of the Antarctic,

along the same lines as maps? What kind of geometry exists there? What preconceptions

does it contain, and what do they have to do with the natural world?Look at the kinds of art that

we prefer. Two Russian artists, Vitaly Komar and Alex Melamid, created an ongoing conceptual

art piece to find out. They went to different countries around the world and surveyed people

about what they would like to see in a painting and what they wouldn’t. They then painted an

example of each, adding them to a traveling exhibition. As it turns out, what we usually don’t

want to see is abstract art in bright colors. What we like to see most often, from country to

country, is fairly predictable if we think about the evolutionary background of our vision: We like



very traditional landscapes. We want trees in the foreground framing a view that opens to the

middle distance where there is a water feature, such as a pond or lake or stream, and then a

vista leading away into the distance. Usually we want figures placed in the paintings, preferably

in the foreground or by the edge of the water. The results, from Kenya to Iceland, are

remarkably consistent.What we’re describing is a woodland at the edge of a savanna with trees

to scale, both in terms of measuring and offering refuge. We stand outside the picture frame, a

square or rectangle of course, where it is safe and through which we can observe the

landscape. When asked how such pictures make us feel, we’re likely to respond that they are

calming, a visible respite from the disorganized visual chaos surrounding us on our city streets

and in our workplaces. In short, we want our deep ancestral home. We can find a related story

when asking young children what kind of landscapes they prefer: it’s much the same sort of

territory we desire in our paintings. Their least favorite environment is the desert.There is also,

however, a corollary balancing act in our landscape preferences, be they in art or reality. If the

children are older and have experienced other kinds of landscapes, have gotten to know a

forest, the mountains, the desert, they may prefer the more exotic locales—even deserts. And if

we ask adults who have spent some time contemplating a full range of art what kind of

paintings they prefer, they, too, will sometimes prefer the less familiar, and respond that they

like the mental challenges posed by the abstractions of Jackson Pollock, or the minimal

geometries of Frank Stella, or other kinds of visual aesthetics all together, such as installation

works. At some point in our experience of the world, we are often able to step beyond our

comfort level and seek the unfamiliar, which is why some people collect contemporary abstract

art rather than landscape paintings, and prefer living in McMurdo to Chicago.The Antarctic is

the world’s largest desert. Its air is so dry and clear of particulate pollutants that atmospheric

perspective barely comes into play before mountains disappear beyond the curvature of the

earth. Its cartography doesn’t have a true square on even a single map sheet—everything is

bent into wedges as longitude lines converge toward the pole. What happens when our

perceptual apparati are disordered by the most severe place on the planet? Can we learn

something here about how we react to the environment at large? My assumption is that by

looking through the art of place—primarily paintings and photographs that represent a specific

locale—we can discern the shape of our mind about it, and thus why we treat it the way we do.

Part of the reason is that landscape art is itself a mapping activity, a way of getting us from the

familiar “here” to the unfamiliar “there.”Comparing the experiential reality of the Antarctic with

our images of it, and assessing the kinds of dissonance we suffer in that environment, makes it

possible also to understand how people construct stories about an extreme space in order to

convert it into place. The images and the stories are inextricably linked, the art and cartography

of the continent arising from, but also shaping, the historical and political narratives we use to

govern it (Plate 3).3TRANSANTARCTICA ITWENTY MILLION YEARS AGO Wright Valley was

filled thousands of feet deep by ice flowing down from the ice sheet of the polar plateau and

through the Transantarctic Mountains to the sea. But the range had been uplifting slowly for

millions of years, and eventually it rose above the point where the ice could overtop the peaks

—and the valley became ice free. Wright Valley is one of three parallel ice-free grooves in this

part of the Transantarctics, the Dry Valleys. It has not rained here, the driest place on Earth, for

more than 2 million years.The wind blows steadily from my left. I keep my head down and

parka hood pulled snug as I traverse up the lower flanks of the Asgard Range. The ground

beneath my feet consists of a sandy soil thickly paved with ventifacts, or wind-shaped stones.

The rocks are smaller than my palm, polished by the incessant grinding by grains of windblown

sand and ice into gray and umber pyramids and polyhedra the likes of which I’ve never seen



before. Their sharply faceted faces are oriented to the west, the direction of the prevailing

summertime winds.This is my first multiday excursion into the field. Almost all such forays

available to visiting artists and writers are made in conjunction with science groups, which

helps both to contain the logistical expenses and to provide a safety net. I’ve requested time in

the Dry Valleys and have been assigned to accompany a group repairing seismological

equipment. It’s my first afternoon in Wright Valley, and I’m taking a solo hike, careful to stay

within direct line-of-sight to the hut.The Dry Valleys cover 1,370 square miles, a scenic and

scientific anomaly the size of Delaware within the 5.4-million-square-mile continent that is 96.6

percent covered by ice. The geological record here is not buried under two miles of ice, and

because the valleys are a pristine environment at the extreme end of the spectrum where life is

possible, their ecology is more easily monitored than those in temperate regions, where the

web of life is infinitely more complicated. Every effort is made to minimize human disturbances

in the valleys, and back at Crary Lab a film is shown every day to newcomers on how to walk

gently in the Dry Valleys.The exposed valleys are also important to the study of aesthetics in

the Antarctic. Precisely because they are predominantly ice free, they provide a place where

human scale is more readily established than on the featureless ice sheet, and thus provide

material more easily represented in art. Every artist who has visited the Antarctic since the

valleys were discovered in the first decade of the twentieth century has made it a priority to

come here. Eliot Porter, the first photographer sent to the Antarctic by the NSF, worked up and

down this valley in 1975, when he was seventy-four years old. Porter was America’s

preeminent landscape photographer after Ansel Adams, and a pioneer in the use of color film

outdoors. His book Antarctica, the first color coffee table book about the continent widely

available in the United States, showed the public that the continent was more than a land of

white snow. He photographed impossibly blue and green icebergs, red and orange lichens

growing on rocks, and skies that ranged across the entire spectrum of hues. It was his

photographs of the Dry Valleys that first interested me in coming to the Antarctic twenty-five

years ago—not the white keep of the continental interior, but a dry labyrinth that produced an

immediate and intense longing to walk this place for myself.Ten percent of the Dry Valleys is

exposed rock; the rest is covered with cold desert soils that lack topsoil, or almost any organic

material. In Wright Valley, the soils are composed of coarse grains of sandstone, the gray

granitic rock granodiorite, and dolerite, which is even harder than granite. The soils rest atop

permafrost, frozen dirt and ice mixed together. Unlike the permafrost found in North America,

which tends to stabilize at just under the freezing point, the underground layers in Wright Valley

can become as cold as a single degree above zero. Some of the ground in isolated spots has

been undisturbed for up to 15 million years and has turned yellowish and red from oxidation.

The material under my feet, however, a stony pavement atop a fine sand the same color as the

surface rocks, is much younger, perhaps dating from when the Ross Ice Sheet withdrew from

McMurdo Sound during the termination of the Wisconsin glaciation, which ended around

10,000 years ago.A braided stream, the Onyx River, flows for thirty miles inland during only six

weeks at the height of summer, its origin the thin meltwaters from dozens of alpine glaciers

that hang down from the mountains on either side, tongues of ice that end in abrupt vertical

walls up to two hundred feet high. They’ve been there for 3.5 million years, managing to

maintain position in face of the katabatic winds, formed when air is pulled by gravity from the

higher plateau to the lower valleys, generating winds that grow progressively warmer as they

fall, routinely exceeding 100 mph. The katabatics carry less than 10 percent humidity and

simply sublimate glacial ice, taking frozen water straight into a gaseous state without its

passing through a liquid phase. In other words, the glacier fronts evaporate in the wind. Just



enough snow falls in the mountains to sustain the glaciers (Plate 4).Wright Valley displays a

classic interior basin-and-range topography that I recognize from Nevada, all its waters flowing

inward. Steep mountain walls no more than three miles apart rise up more than six thousand

feet on both sides. Across from me the Olympus Range is cut through by Bull Pass, which

leads to the next valley north. Up the valley sits Lake Vanda, the permanently ice-covered

terminus of the river. At the far head of the valley, thirty miles east, are the legendary thousand-

foot-high, three-mile-wide Airdevronsix Icefalls, where the ice sheet still manages to breach the

mountains. Like Niagara Falls, the ice is slowly retreating upstream, eating its way backward

into the rock. Almost everywhere else around the circumference of the continent, that massive

ice sheet succeeds in reaching the sea. Here, however, wind and sun abort the effort. The

icefalls land on dry ground.I’ve now hiked far enough up the side of the valley that I can see

clearly the alternating yellow sandstone and dark gray dolerite bands of the Beacon

Supergroup that run across a line of peaks, the last wall of rock before the polar plateau rises

to the center of the continent. There’s a “very low aerosol optical thickness” in the valleys, as

an atmospheric scientist would put it, meaning there’s no dust or moisture in the air to impede

my view or shift the spectrum. It looks like another day hike, but the massive cliffs are thirty

miles away.The Transantarctics are composed of nearly horizontal layers of sedimentary rock,

Devonian sandstone through which run sills of coal, shales, and most prominently dolerite, a

dark lava similar to basalt. The rocks are related to those in southern Africa, India, South

America, and Australia. Found within the sandstones are fossilized remains of Lystrosaurus, a

semiaquatic herbivore that had a very limited swimming range—sort of a reptilian

hippopotamus—that lived in New Zealand as well as those other regions. Both the rocks and

fossils are proof that all these lands were once a part of the supercontinent Gondwanaland,

which broke up during the Jurassic Period 135 to 180 million years ago. When the bodies of

Scott and his companions were found, the rocks that Wilson had collected from the Beacon

sandstones along the route of their descent down the Beardmore Glacier from the polar

plateau were found with them. Wilson had insisted that they bring them back, as they contained

fossil leaves of the extinct twelve-foot-tall woody fern Glossopteris—a fossil also found on

those other southern continents. Continental drift wasn’t yet a fully articulated theory, but he

surmised correctly the fossils’ importance.The mountains began their uplift at the end of the

Jurassic. Just as the Himalaya rose up to block waters draining south from Tibet into India, so

the Transantarctics blocked most of the ice flowing from the polar plateau to the sea. In the

Himalaya, the water cut channels through the uplifting chain, in one place creating the most

profound gorge on Earth, the twenty-thousand-foot-deep Kali Gandaki Valley in between the

peaks of Dhaulighiri and Annapurna. In Antarctica, the great outflow glaciers to the south of the

Dry Valley, such as the Byrd and the Beardmore, have done much the same.I stop my ascent

when I come upon the mummified bodies of two crabeater seals resting on a thin layer of

gravel. I’m almost forty miles from where the Dry Valleys meet the ocean, not to mention three

hundred feet above and a mile uphill from the river. Some of the seal carcasses found in the

valleys still have fur on the underside of their intact bodies, which in midsummer still ooze

decaying flesh, while others have been dated to more than 3,500 years old. These two are so

ancient that they’ve been almost sandblasted out of existence. Both seals and penguins

regularly and for unknown reasons walk up into the Dry Valleys, the latter getting as far as fifty

miles before succumbing to starvation.Scott discovered the Dry Valleys by mistake when

returning from a trip to the polar plateau during his first expedition. Descending the wrong

glacier in a whiteout on the way back to McMurdo Sound, he found himself at one end of a

frozen lake. At the other end was an arid valley he was unable to follow, sledging on snow



being his only method of travel. He wrote in the Discovery expedition journal that it was a

“wonderful place,” but he stumbled across mummified seals then, too, and went on to exclaim

that it was “a valley of the dead” where “even the great glacier which once pushed through it

has withered away.” Shackleton sent a team of three to investigate the eastern end of the valley

in 1909, but it wasn’t until the arrival of Griffith Taylor, the geomorphologist accompanying Scott

in 1911, that the first valley was completely traversed. It was Taylor who figured out that

glaciation carved the valleys out of the mountains more than 20 million years ago, and that

there’s been only minimal fluvial erosion during the last 15 million. I head back down to the

valley floor and the hut I am camped next to for a few days, a $1.5 million prefabricated

refrigerator building twenty-five feet long, eleven feet wide, and more than ten feet high. It was

preassembled, broken down into pieces light enough for helicopters to ferry over from

McMurdo, then reassembled and tied down with twenty steel cables guyed to bedrock, anchors

that can handle 200 mph winds. I pry open the heavy freezer door and enter an anteroom the

size of a walk-in closet into which are crammed two diesel generators. Inside through another

heavy door are racks of digital electronic gear, steel shelves holding twenty-four large batteries

that store the solar power generated by panels mounted flat on the roof, and a large red tool

chest from Sears that looks like it belongs in somebody’s garage. There are also five guys

inside, swaying and jiving to loud rock music playing on a laptop computer, their eyes fastened

on a series of digital readouts. Apparently the work is going well.The group inside is testing

and performing maintenance on the equipment for the “Dry Valleys Seismograph Project,” a

complicated array of digital sensors and telemetry gear that records and forwards by radio data

gathered here on earth movements. When I first read about the project, I thought it would be a

straightforward science camp. NSF described the work being carried out here at Bull Pass as a

joint venture with the New Zealand Antarctic Program “to record broadband, high-dynamic-

range, digital seismic data from the remote Wright Valley, a site removed from the

environmental and anthropogenic noise ubiquitous on Ross Island.” The annual science

summary mentioned that the site is ideal because it offers rare access to Antarctic bedrock,

and that the data are digitized and telemetered to the Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory

for public access. No mention was made of the underlying strategic mission.Clay Himmelsback

and his two sergeants, Arnold “A. J.” Jones and Glen Breen, work for the Air Force Technical

Applications Center (AFTAC), an obscure military unit that maintains nine seismic monitoring

sites in the Southern Hemisphere. These sites provide data to the U.S. Atomic Energy

Detection System, which is in turn part of the International Monitoring System for the

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty—forty countries hosting 321 stations that can detect nuclear

explosions of a kiloton or less. The seismic, hydroacoustic, infrasound, and radionucleide

stations detect, respectively, ground motion, sound waves in water, subaudible sound waves in

the atmosphere, and the release of radioactivity from nuclear bomb tests. The network has

done other work as well, for instance determining that the Russian submarine that sank in the

Baltic Sea in 2000, the Kursk, suffered catastrophically not from being rammed by a ship but

from internal explosions. The hydroacoustic units are part of a military remote-sensing

technology used to detect troop movements across streams and rivers, equipment so sensitive

that it can tell the difference between men and women by the resonance of their body

cavities.The other two men in the room, Doug MacDonald and Chris Badger, work for Northern

Power, a Vermont company that builds power units for remote field stations. They specialize in

wind and solar energy units for use off-grid, a desirable technology in the eyes of NSF, which is

seeking to decrease its dependency on fossil fuels and consequent pollution in its field camps,

particularly in the sensitive Dry Valleys.The Bull Pass/Lake Vanda installation, established in



1985, is critical to the network because bedrock installations are difficult to find in the Southern

Hemisphere, with its high ratio of ocean to land. Every winter for sixteen years, however, the

station experienced power failures—until this last season, when Northern Power installed the

new system, which worked very well. Now they’re teaching the Air Force how to maintain it.The

AFTAC personnel aren’t what either I or the Northern Power guys expected. For one thing,

they’re not wearing the olive-drab cold-weather gear that we’re used to seeing on military

personnel in the Antarctic. Instead they’re authorized to purchase state-of-the-art

mountaineering gear. In place of armored combat laptops they carry the latest and sleekest

commercial models, machines capable of teleoperating the seismic sites from anywhere in the

world. And loaded into those machines are thousands of vintage rock ’n’ roll songs, as well as

DVD players on which to watch any of the hundreds of recently released movies they’ve

brought with them. The AFTAC gentleman are serious about their work and put in sixteen-hour

days, but after hours they’re some of the funniest and most recreationally adept people I’ve

ever hung out with.Antarctica is, by virtue of the multinational treaty governing it, a military-free

zone at the philosophical level, but in reality the various national militaries opened up the

continent, and the United States Navy remained the principal logistical organization until the

late 1990s. Now logistics are contracted out to the international corporations that comprise the

military-industrial complex, a business web within which the armed services are merely one

element. No single entity can administer the logistics for an entire continent; it takes public

funding channeled through corporations that act as private contractors to the military and

governmental agencies to do the job. So the monitoring stations are military, but run in the

interests of keeping peace, which is to the benefit of both individual citizens and multinational

corporations. The collection of military intelligence (determining who’s letting off bangs of what

size where) is only one part of the underlying mission; another is occupying what is considered

to be high ground, since both poles are potentially strategic routes for air traffic. All this is made

manifest by the fact that three years ago Raytheon, the third largest defense contractor in

America, won the bid for the NSF contract to administer operations on the ice. It’s nine o’clock

before we’re finished with our MREs—the “Meals Ready to Eat” that are ubiquitous to military

camps—and ready to head up the nearest ridge of the Olympus Range, a prehistoric-looking

spine of granodiorite that stands fifteen hundred feet above camp. An hour later we’re

clambering behind the two-hundred-foot-tall rock battlements, only to find that the boulders on

the far side have been completely hollowed out by the wind into fantastic eggshell-thin shapes,

enormous ventifacts weighing several tons. The geological disjunct between the two aspects of

the ridge is the most severe I’ve ever seen, almost as if nature had constructed a false front to

the scenery, which in a sense is how such cavernous weathering occurs. Silica is precipitated

into microfractures on the outside of the rocks, hardening their shells, while windblown sand

and ice abrade away the softer insides. The detritus from this cavernous weathering, which can

reduce a granite boulder the size of a couch into sand within 100,000 years, runs down into

Bull Pass in a series of steep dunes (Plate 5).Eliot Porter photographed the boulders in the

pass, framing them as if they were sculptures, and artists have compared them to artworks by

Salvador Dalí and Henry Moore, evoking the spirit of surrealism with the former and modernist

forms with the latter. The Antarctic is so extreme to our visual expectations that, once we

attempt to move beyond measurement to describe it, analogies with other parts of nature fall

short, and we resort to comparisons with cultural artifacts that push at the boundaries of our

perceptions. Sometimes pieces of Antarctic nature are so odd to our senses that they actually

reverse the flow of analogy and become cultural artifacts in their own right.Robbie Score, the

supervisor of Crary Laboratory and my official “point of contact” on the ice, went out with the



geologist Scott Borg to collect a Bull Pass ventifact for the American Museum of Natural

History, the curators of the Earth Sciences Hall wanting a dramatic sample to illustrate wind

weathering. They found a tablelike affair up here where wind had gouged out the coarser

grains and left four columnar legs of harder dolerite. Robbie thought it might weigh 200 pounds

and thus be manageable on the stretcher they’d brought for transport to the helicopter. It turned

out to be 700-plus pounds, but carry it they did. Borg later visited the piece at the museum and

was quite surprised to find the boulder displayed upside down with its legs in the air, despite

the photographs and careful installation notes he’d sent with the rock. When he asked the

curators why the piece had been rotated out of true, he was told that it made for a more

dramatic display. Even a science museum couldn’t resist contextualizing these geological

curiosities as visual artifacts.We spend an hour climbing higher and higher until we reach the

base of the main peak, where we stop to take pictures of our own. Doug jumps onto one of the

dunes and makes an “angel” with his arms and legs, treating the sand as if it were snow. It’s

almost midnight and time to go down, so we run in great plunging steps down the dunes and

into the pass, then circle back to camp. My tent is pitched next to a petite Stonehenge that

Doug has erected with seismological cores. As I go to sleep, I imagine that the broken granite

cores are miniature columns from an ancient temple, an anthropogenic version of the voids in

the boulders, extracted positive shapes assembled to create a presence. Sculpture is

commonly defined as a positive shape defining a negative space; the cores and the boulders

are almost figure and shadow for each other. Doug’s assemblage is a very direct way to turn

land into landscape. Having recuperated sufficiently from the hikes on Monday, I set off two

mornings later in a blistering wind with a satellite photo in hand to find one of Mike Malin’s rock

ablation experiments. Malin, who earned a Ph.D. in planetary science and geology, has since

1990 been the president and chief scientist of Malin Space Science Systems, operator of the

Mars Orbiter Camera that sends us many of the pictures of the planet we see in the news. In

1983–1984, while he was still teaching at Arizona State University, he led a team establishing

eleven sites in the Dry Valleys with racks holding six thousand rock samples both above and

below ground in order to study cold-environment weathering and erosion phenomena in

Antarctica. NASA has used Wright Valley for years as an analog for the Martian environment,

and Malin’s experiments were meant to help him prepare for interpreting digital evidence of

surface changes on the red planet. He returned five years later, and again at the ten-year

mark, collecting the samples and measuring the weathering on rocks ranging from soft

pyroclastic tuff to the much harder dolerite. Malin has since done field studies of ground

movement caused by wind, water, and volcanic sources from Hawaii to Iceland, experiences

that were invaluable when working with NASA on photogeological surveys of Mars, Venus, and

the moons of Jupiter and Saturn. In 1987 he received a coveted MacArthur Foundation

“genius” award, in part for his research in the Dry Valleys.To help me in my quest, Kelly Brunt,

the McMurdo cartographer, entered the GPS coordinates from Malin’s website into her

computer and matched them to a black-and-white photo from Landsat 4 with fifteen meters

resolution, which I am carrying with me. I could use Glen’s GPS unit to find the site, but he has

it in his tent and is still asleep. So this is my own experiment, route-finding using a satellite

image. It takes an hour and a half to get to where I should be, just opposite one of the glaciers

dropping into the valley, and I’m pleased to find the Malin racks. Although samples remain on

the racks at other sites, where it is presumed they will be recoverable for up to fifty years from

their initial placement, these stand empty, their rocks already collected. I start taking photos of

the site—or at least I hope I am. The film makes a crunching noise as it advances in the

camera, leading me to believe it is so cold that the sprockets are tearing, which if true means



I’m not taking any pictures at all. After fifteen minutes I head back, too cold to stand

around.What Malin’s team discovered here was that two factors are significant in the ablation

process: the small-scale topography surrounding the racks and the availability of loose debris

small enough to be picked up by the wind and thrown against the samples. The lower the

samples were on the racks, the greater the degree of abrasion, with even ice acting as a

scouring agent. The other thing they determined was that the rates of erosion in Wright Valley

were slow in comparison with other earth environments, presumably due to the lack of water—

very much the sort of surface weathering you might expect on a now-dry Mars. This is a fine

example of using visual evidence in the Antarctic as a platform from which to interpret images

from an even more unfamiliar environment, that of another planet.Returning to camp with the

wind at my back, I’m able to keep my head up and can see well enough to direct myself to a

large sandy dish surrounded by the darker and coarser desert pavement. Three battleship gray

boulders of dolerite are clustered near the middle, smoothed into sails as if shaped and then

placed precisely in a bed of prepared ground by a sculptor. In short, it is a Zen garden. I keep

my footsteps to a minimum, stopping short of the cluster, as tempting as it is to touch them. I’m

as concerned here about disturbing an aesthetic area as the scientists who work along the

Onyx River are about disturbing its streambed, lest they inject unnatural amounts of dirt into

the sediment flow they’re trying to measure.
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Delite Rancher, “An interdisciplinary adventure to the most extreme place on earth. In "Terra

Antarctica," William L. Fox visits the emptiest continent through the National Science

Foundation's Antarctic Visiting Artists and Writers Program. It's hard to imagine a better thinker

and artist to travel to and write about 'the windiest, coldest and driest continent.' The book

works on several levels. First and perhaps most importantly, it works as an adventurer's

travelogue. Exciting locations include the lava lake in Mt. Erebus, the South Pole, penguin

colonies, the eerie Dry Valleys and historical structures leftover from the heroic age of

Shackleton. Second, the book works as a philosophical treatise, exploring how the human

vehicle makes sense of such wide open spaces. Those who are familiar with Fox's books about

the desert and geography will be familiar with these themes. Third, "Terra Antarctica"

documents the history of the continent. It offers an overview of human exploration and

settlement in Antarctica. Fourth, the book is very scientifically minded. In addition to offering a

geological overview, Fox easily writes about the newest research that sheds light on how life

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/NjnmL/Terra-Antarctica-Looking-into-the-Emptiest-Continent


survives on the frozen continent. Fifth and finally, "Terra Antarctica" examines how the place

inspires art. Most readers wouldn't associate art with Antarctica, but there's much to write

about on this topic as Fox provides a historical overview with detailed information on today's

relevant artists. To illustrate this material, the book contains numerous plates that feature

examples of either important or representative work. During his adventure, Fox spends a good

deal of time at McMurdo Station, a town sized research center. From there, he travels to

multiple locations. He often joins scientists working in the field. At other times, Fox visits other

research centers like the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. The book gives a good sense of

the community and culture that develops in such extreme places. "Terra Antarctica" overcomes

one of William L. Fox's two weaknesses as a writer. Since he often writes about places and

situations that are so outside of regular experience, there is often a need for accompanying

visual imagery. In this case, the forty-one plates beautifully illustrate the book so that the reader

can actually see the otherworldly imagery and art examples. As with many of his publications,

this book suffers from a lack of editing. This work would have been more muscular had about

100 pages been shaved off. Perhaps due to combining the artist's grant obligation with a

phenomenal life experience, William L. Fox seems to document just about everything he did

during his busy trip to Antarctica. Despite the length, this book offers that interdisciplinary take

on both the environment and human experience that has made the writings of William L. Fox

so endearing. Travel to the most southern continent with William L. Fox as your guide. Through

"Terra Antarctica," any reader is bound to gain valuable insights into Antarctica . . . best of all,

these insights are gained without ever putting on a parka!”

Sarah, “interesting and cool. What a story. I love non fiction and it's hard to get into but this

author takes you on a journey !”

The book by William L. Fox has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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